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Wireless Summons Assistance, But Striken
Ship Disappears Before Help Comes
INJURIES

Some of Those Picked Up by the Lifeboats Die Before They Arrive
in the Port of Rimouski( Quebec Vessel That Did the Damage Is Badly Crippled But Renders Assistance to Its Victim Many Acts of Heroism Are Performed by the
Rescuers Prominent Persons Are Missing
.lltmouski,. Quebec,, May . .29. Probably more than 1,000 lives and surely
not less than 700 were lost when the
great Canadian Pacifio liner Empress
ot Ireland sank today in the St. Lawrence river, ripped open from amidships to stern by th3 Danish collier
Storstad.
This was the estimate made here
this afternoon where the hysterical
pitiably
survivors, many of them
maimed and almost naked, were being
brought. It was baaed on the fact that
the Empress carried 1,437 persons all
told, of whom 399 were rescued and
landed here by the ships Eureka and
Lady Evelyn. The Storstad, at first
reported to have more than 300 survivors on hoard, has sailed for Quebec
after landing only a handful of rescued
"jWd". and a number of dead.
Mara
Of those saved crew members and
'
third class passengers predominated,
v From - partial lists available at 2 o'clock it was evident that but a mere
sprinkling of the first class passen
gers were saved. Only three names
u iiiugf 4hoBe in the cabins appeared in the
ni sieopfeiflfcinary lists of rescued. They
were Q. W. O. Henderson and C.. R.
:
Burt, address unstated, and, "Walter
Fenton of Manchester, England.
The stricken vessel Bank as if she
were a log. An explosion, apparently
originating In her engine room, hastened her end and those persons who
had to make their way from the cab- ins found themselves on a perilously
slanting deck.
Many Injured While Escaping
.
Many leaped and were drowned.
Others were fortunate enough to
crasp driftwood or were picked up by
lifeboats. It is apparent ; that the
vV : great hole torn in the shipa side ad- -'
mitted jroch a" delufl ofwMer that
many must have been 'overcome in
'
their beds. The rescued, 'fighting
' their way to the lifeboats from the
careening deck, clinging desperately to
the rails or leaping blindly overboard,
broke their arms or legs or otherwise
Injured themselves so badly that 22
died after being picked up.
Groaning and in some cases practically insensible, others were landed
here, while the populace of the village
gathered with medicines and stimulants to relieve their suffering. A special train was made up this afternoon
and many were taken to Quebec and
Montreal. The president of the Canadian Pacific railway issued a statement saying the Empress had sunk
within 14 minutes. No one on hoard
had time to seize his belongings, much
less to dress. Those found in the life
, .

,

--

.

boats were in thelrnlgh,t clothing. .The
women suffered " most'" Only a 'few
were saved, according to the early lists
and indications are that they lacked
to combat conditions
the strength
which confronted them.
Prominent People Die
A party of Salvation Army members
e'nroute to London, was almost wiped
out; Lawrence Irving, son of the late
Sir Henry Irving, is among the mis-Irianrf other prominent persons in
the first cabin were unaccounted for
late this afternoon. When the rescue
ships Eureka and Lady Evelyn reach-- .
ed the scene shortly before daybreak
they found nine lifeboats from the
Empress, all jammed full and many of
the occupants wounded. It was still
dark. Wreckage covered the river everywhere.
The Storstad, her bow badly crumpled, was still on the scene, picking up
the living wherever she could. In one
of the lifeboats crouched Captain Ken
dall, commander of the Empress, dazed and greatly shaken. He had
leaped from the deck and had been
picked up by members of his crew.
Those in the first and second cabins
known to have been saved up to 3
o'clock today are:
'

G. W. S. HENDERSON.
C. R. BURT.

"'

'

WALTER FENTON,
MISS ALICE LEE, Nassau, BahaVV
,
mas.
MISS

E.

Eng-

COURT-"Mvarpool-

" "
land.
WALTER ERGINGER (this may be
J. Erzinger of Winnipeg.)
' '
BvWIN3ERUOH, Montreal.
MR. AND MRS. J. W- - BLACK, Ot..
tawa, v
;J. W. LANGSTREY, Merritt, B. C.
MISS Ml E. LANGSLEY, Vancouver.
' MR. AND, MRS. EJ. AND MASTER
'

4
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A young Englishman said that when
the ship was struck by the collier the
TOO
WAITED
LONG iiiDTiiuc? ncuvroc
shock was terrific. He was asleep in DOES NOT WEAR AGITATED STRIKEBREAKERS ARE BARRED HE
ftllllllilLL ULL1IL.HU flUtiilLUtf
v "'
"'"
his cabin. He jumped from bed, put
'
on a dressing gown, and went directly
ALL IMPORTANT TELLS GRADUATES THE LESSON)
HE SMILES AT .FRIENDS IN THE THE COMPANIES WILL NOT BE PRACTICALLY
to the deck to his friends,
telling
IS
SOWORK
IMPORT
ROOM
AS
TO
IS
ALLOWED
OR
FINISHED, IT
BEING
HE
i
COURT
HE LEARNED ON SOUTH,
them he thought the ship was sinking.
IS
DECLARED
TAKENf
LABOR
AWAY
LICIT
on
'back
came
AMERICAN MISSION
deck
went
and
He then
a second time to see it his friends had
left their cabin, but In his excitement
IN
CAPITAL A BIG AUDIENCE IS PRESENT
AN APPEALWILL; BE FILED LUDLOW TENTERS CURSED HIM EXCITEMENT
he went on the wrong deck.
The ship then was sinking so fast
he could hardly stand.' He took hold THIS WILL ACT A& STAY OF EXE- MILITIAMAN SAYS HE RECEIVED MEXICO CITY SEES CONFERENCE ALVAN N. WHITE, MISS MANETTE
'
of a rope on the side of the fillip and
OF OFFICIALS AND WONDERS
CUTION AND MAY DEFER
POOR TREATMENT WHEN
MYERS AND OTHERS ARE
swung into a lifeboat He said . he
WHAT IT'S ABOUT
DEATH A YEAR
HE VISITED COLONY
GUESTS OF HONOR
had riot seen his friends and feared
they were drowned.
Niagara Fails, Ontario, May
New York, May 29. Charles Becker
The annual commencement of tha
policy
Few Women Saved
Trinidad, Colo., May 29.-mediators have practically decid- New Mexico Normal University was
the of the war department in regard to the
Few women and children were sav- was today senteuteii to die in
not to receive the communicatlou held last night in Normal hall. Just
ed. They were asleep in their cabins electric chair at Sing Sing during the employment of miners by the coal ed
when the ship sank, and the accident week beginning July 8, for the murder companies operating in the strike dis- from General Carranza, brought hert a the school year just closed, was tha
occurred so quickly they could not be of Herman Rosenthal. When he re- tricts of Colorado has been slightly today by Juan Urquldl, tue constitu- most successful in the history of tha
Ambassador DaGarua school, bo was the commencement tha
rescued. One woman, who was garbed ceived the sentence "Becker was calm. modified, according to an official an- tionalist agent.
called on the American delegates to most successful graduation
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by
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vest,
jumped
only
Inform them of the decision, and wcrj ever conducted in the
Btate inswam to the Lady Evelyn. She was room and smiled. ;
Lockett, commander of the federal
big
communicated" to the Huerta dele
stitution. It wap attended by a crowd'
The prisoner wai taken to the sher- troops here. The ban upon the Impor- wag
so exhausted, however, that she died
; five
that tilled the large auditorium and
minutes tation of strikebreakers will not be gates.
in a few minutes after she was taken iff's office
P.overflowed into the corridora.
Manton, lifted, but all vacancies In' the working
from the water. She has not been with his wife." .Martin
Washington Expects Settlement
Seated on the stage with, the gradu-at-es
Becker's lawyer, sil an. appeal would force of the mines may be filled. Men
identified.
;were State Superintendent of!
be filed next Monday". This will act voluntarily seeking employment will
Wireless Men Saved
Plans
2.9.
for
Washington, May'
The first and second Marconi oper- as stay of exeoiti iifn, .and. a year may not be prevented from going to work. Mexico's pacification practically agreed Public; InBruction Alvan N. Whilf ..
ators of the Empress were saved. Ed- elapse before tho'' court ; of appeals The notice issued by Colonel Lockett on at the Nlgara Falls conference were Mies Manette Myers, state supervis:'
of Industrial education ; Leo Tiptcu,
;
ward Bomford, the second operator hands down its (Iweisioni
readg:
up for discussion today in the cabinet.
was coming on duty when the boat
"To all station commanders:
With assurances that the international secretary of the Commercial club, ai 'i
"The following telegram received peace conference promised a satisfac- Mrs. Elmer E. Veeder, guests ot honbegan to sank,.,, Ho caught the Father
the merr-bersjjt Abe. board. tt tj.- - ...
Point Marconi station and called for
tory" ioTuiiorC ruTcioiit "fer fl3l" tko "atti- or;,
"ge'hts,-MessF. w.. Olney, M; .Y
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an aeroplane, nowadays.
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LAW, Calgary."'' ".
J. LENNNON, Winnipeg.
MISS Ai LISTER, London, England.
A. MATIER, Indianapolis.
f MH9. CHARLES MOiR, Toronto.
31 MORGAN, Winnipeg.
WILLIAM MORGAN, Winnipeg.'

When the train came from the wharf
bearing survivors it was a pitiful sight
to see them alight. Most of them wore
very little clothing. Many had to be
carried bodily. A woman had a broken leg and several other wounds.
Several men bad broken legs. They
were carried to a hotel opposite the
station. H. R. O'Hara and his little
girl, Helen, were saved, , but up to
present no news of Mrs, O'Hara has
been received. She , probably was
drowned.
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IN COURT
FAILURE TO PAY POLL TAX
ARSULTS IN WHOLESALE
RESTS IN ALBUQUERQUE

lng the property were to be handled
by a committee consisting of four
members of the board of directors of
the Young Men'B Christian association and three of the citizens of Las
Vegas. The chairman of the committee is Mr, Jefferson Haynoldg, one of
the three citizens. It chould be understood distinctly that In accepting this
property the local association has in

Secretary LeXoir of the V. M. C. A.,
lias received from the Santa Fe Magazine the cuts used in illustrating his
story of the Montezuma hotel, which

RE-

f

appeared Jn that publication recently.
The article, going to every employe of
the Santa Fe system, gave publicity
29.
N.
The
M.,
May
Albuquerque,
cue dollar poll tax is no Idle Joke in to Las Vegas of a most desirable nature. The latter part of it, dealing
Albuquerque. To the city school
)oard the word poll tax means a dollar, one Blmoleon, a single bone, valued at one hundred cents, collectable
by law and to be had by projwr procedure in th court if by no other
'
means.
This peculiar view on the part of
the school board account for the fact
that Judge McClellan, justice of the
peace In precinct No. 12, is due to
have the busiest day of his young life
on Saturday, June 13, next.
A. S. Daumer, constable in Judge
McCIellan's
court, srarted out this
morning to get service on exactly
nine hundred and eighty-sevelegally
qualified voters of thia fair city, who
(up to this time have failed to ante
with the said one none. As fast as
service is secured the one bone, becomes three dollars and a half, the
costs of the court proceeding being
WING OF MONTEZUMA HOTEL
added in each individual case. Constable Daumer carried summons In his
coat pockets, his vest pockets, his with the management of the property mind only the service it might be to
Y. M. C. A., its new owner, is the community In having some orhip pockets and in his hat. He has by the
to Las Vegans, as It states ganization or individual take over the
of
Interest
to serve an average of 58 and
summonses every day between now what the association hopes to do property. Like all other organizaend June 13 in order to make good with it for the benefit of the com- tions of its kind the association has
its own problems to solve and it felt
'on, the Job, and as a result 1b moving munity.
Is the concluding portion that assuming the responsibility of deFollowing
rapidly.
of Mr. Lenoir's article; the cuts shown veloping the proposition was a task
Early in April the obliging clerk of
the school board sent out notices to were those which illustrated his Btory beyond its powers; hence the committee just mentioned was formed and
all delinquents that the poll tax was in the Santa Fe Magazine:
on
1.
or
before May
due aud payable
Then she published notices in the
newspapers and evea called up ll
those who had telephones, warning
them to come across with the dollar.
In spite of all this care for their welfare, 9S7 citizens careless citizens neg
v
W.:
lected to tend to' business. Hence
Judge McCIellan's busy day.
It. pays to tend to business when it
is concerned with the board of edu
cation.

V

I
Ito

I

n

'awn

VISITING THE SCHOOLS
Santa Fe, May 29. Assistant Su
perintendent of Instruction Filadelfo
liact who returned today from Spring
er leaves tomorrow morning for Al
biMjuerqute to meet County Superin
tendent Montoya with wiioin he will
attend the commencement exercises
at Alameda, the first to be lield in the
new school house. At Springer, Mr.
Baca made the commencement address in Spanish and Professor Frank
Carroon of Las Vegas in English. The
operetta 'Princess Chrysanthemum"
was rendered by the higher grades
and "Cinderella" by the lower grades
in charming manner, many
boys and girls participating.
Both performances were witnessed by
large audiences.
CAVALRY
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Established

South SidePbja.

We warjljyou to

be here and get your share in this great

bargain feast.
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Santa Fe, May 29. The Thirteenth
cavalry arrived today at Columbus,
Luna county, after a four days journey overland from Fort Bliss. The
heavy baggage of the regiment packed
in eight freight cars arrived In Columbus yesterday. Captain William P.
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10 yds. American
Prints 49c

25c Taffeta Ribbon

Even In prints we sell you only the
best quality. , Any color, 10 yards to
a customer.
$1.25-16ButtonKay--

.'

16 Button Kayser gloves, either silk

or cbamolsette. Black and white.
ular prices is $1.25.

17ic

Women's

B. V. D.

Under-wea-

r

Genuine B.
sells regular

V. D.

Athletic underwear,

50c.

All sizes.

Reg-

Vests

11c
Good quality ribbed lisle, neatly

fin-

50c Stationery 25c
1 lb. best linen paper, sells for 25c
and 2 bunches envelopes to match,
worth 25c. 50o value for 25c.

For four hours Saturday evening you
may have any trimmed hat at exactly
ONE-HAL-

m

PRICE.

F

20c Turkish Towels

12c

Heavy
hemmed,

Turkish towels, size
firm, close weave.

value at

20c.

18x3G,

Good

75c Pepperell
Sheets 57c

-it

sheets of best grade seamless
Pepperell sheeting. Regular price 75c.
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Made of pure Bilk messaline accor-deo- n
pleated flounce; colors: 2 shades
of blue, green, pearl, lavender, purple,
green changeable and blact. Regular
price

$3.00

Satur-de- y

i

For 99c

Women's
'
Waists.
Women's

?

2 65o

Corsets.
$1.50

$1.25

and

and

$1.75

$1.50

White

Neckwear.

Women's 15c English lawn
handkerchiefs,
V

$3.00 Silk Pellicoals
S1.73

Night.

1 dozen

-

Good linen paper with envelopes to
match, in a dainty box. Regular
price 25c box.

99c SaJe Closes

wm

.

25c Box Paper
2 for 25c

Women's Hats 1

."

'-

-

All silk taffeta ribbons, 4
Inch
wide, all colors, regular price 25c yard.

32c

For 99c

.

yd. 15c

50c

ser

Silk Gloves
75c. v

Mills
-

-

".

'

JVI.

CASH ONLY - NO PHONE ORDERS

$1.50

Rheumatic Threat
Is Common Trouble

10 P.

M. to

ished, regular price 17Vc.

$f

!

This sale lasts four hours.

Saturday 6 P.

72x90

n

the
coration Day
Rosen wald store will
close from 12 m. until 6 p. m. Open Saturday evening from
6 to 10.

Never before have we given as great values in an alter supper sale.

Ye!;t3 seemed to be highly pleased
with, the hot springs property. However, should the Moose not place their
sanatorium here, the' citizens of Las
Vegas are ready and willing to consider' any proposition that has In it
the elements that will make for the
permanent location of some activity
up at the springs property."

d

I

De-

EVEBG SPECIALS

SATURDAY

VIEW OF PROPERTY DEEDED TO Y. M. C. A.

COLUMBUS

IN

L.o.3

.

SATURDAY

&jSasemoaM& Son

c

"These negotiations have resulted the community's promise was
the Young Men's Christian assooia-ethat the local association should
tion becoming the sole owner of thenot he expected to carry any expense
hot springs property. A public meet-iconnection with the property. In
ing was held recently at which thea worj this great property now really
policy of the association in regard tobelongs to the city of Las Vegas,
the local Y. M. C. A.
the handling of the property was
nounced. Briefly, the plan Is that all "It Is an ideal site for an untold
communications In any way concern-numbe- r
of propositions. Chief, per- -

-

;

.j

haps, we might say it U adapted as a
sanatorium site.
"We are told by big men in the
medical world that our climatic conditions are perfect for the treitment
of the dreaded white plague. Then,
besides the sanatorium Idea, there has
come a deluge of other suggestions
since the association has taken over
the property. Some say make it the
training quarters for baseball teams
of one of the big leagues. With its
hot Bprings, mild spring water, suitable practice grounds, etc., this Is
within the range of possibility. Others
say make it the permanent headquarters for a big motion picture concern.
The buildings, every one of them, could
be utilized for this purpose. We have
all that a company of this sort would
sunshine,
want, namely, maximum
clear air and unlimited and varied
backgrounds. Others, still, are clamoring for the reopening of the springs
as a resort Along this line one of
the really feasible schemes Is that of
establishing an auto station, with hotel accommodations, etc., to take care
of the 1915 auto traffic through here
to the coast over the ocean to ocean
highway which passes the property.
Then, not at all Impracticable, would
be the taking over of the property as
a summer home by some rich man or
men looking for a place to spend a
really restful vacation. The grounds
around the property could be very
soon transformed intoa veritable paradise. And so on It goes.
"At the present time the Order of
Moose have been offered the property
for the establishment of a national
sanatorium for their tubercular sick.
Their committee which visited Las

..;

-

Spanish-America-

,

HOT SPRINGS GIVEN PUBLICITY
IN THE SANTA FE MAGAZINE

$1.25

to

$1.50

Crepe KImonas.

$1.75

Tango Girdles.

I

I. t
i...

i 'r

women's summer union suits.

$1.25

black satin Petticoats.

$1.25

and $1.50 Bed Spreads.

1

dozen Huck Towels, worth $1.50.

2 pairs Onyx Silk
worth 65c pair.

plated

9 yards Toile du Nord Dress
ghams, worth 15c yard.
$1.75 extra quality Messaline.

Hose,
Gin-

Should Be Treated in Blood
To Prevent Recurrence.
himself last night in hie adobe room
He was found
this morning with an emptied bottle of
wood alcohol by his side and a note
in which he said he had vainly looked
for work and found the hearts of men
harder than cobblestones. .The note
was signed "Catholic" The hanging
was done vrtih a leather strap which
had been fixed firmly on top of the
door by closing the door and Jamming it Brady then jumped from a
chair. He was about 45 years of age
and came to Santa Fe about ten days
ago. He spoke both Spanish and
English.
on Manhattan avenue.

LOBBY OF THE MONTEZUMA HOT EL
are successful Rarcles that stop
orent-s-s
in the throat, but to prevent their
Incessant return, the blood must
be put in
order. The best
is 8. S. 8.. as it
Influences all theremedy
functions of the boo to
neutralise the irritants or waste products
na to stimulate their excretion through
tne proper channels.
Rheumatic sore throat Is a
Indication, as it menus that thedangerous
blood Is
loaded with more uric acid than the kidneys can excrete, and may thus lead to
serious
There

general disturbance.

JvT. ct,?n
It

8- -

stimulates rellnlar

8- -

actiTlty.

Herrlneshaw. regimental quartermas
ter being in charge. The stationing
of the Thirteenth at' Columbus at
once transforms that little border vil- and busy
alge Into quite a large-size- d
town. Columbus is said to owe its
elevation to a regimental post to the
fact that it enforce prohibition mucn.
trouble being experienced at El Paso
policy that
because of the wide-ope- n
characterises the Pass City.

the accumulation of
irritants in prevents
local spots,
enables the
arteries to supply quickly it the new red
blood to replace worn-ou- t
tissue.
For this reason uric acid
finds the
tnroat an easy prey to Its that
breaking-dow- a
WANTS K. P. SANITARIUM
Influence, is scattered and eliminated.
In
-- hit nura, b. r. o.
Santa Fe, May 29. To secure foi
chrome conprevents
ditions by enabling all the mucous linings
New Mexico the location of the pro
.
I
OT- Th
fwuiv In
.an...l V. . 1
tw
IllUVU?,.
d..iw
m marbi.il
influence isj Shown
In ucviiuy
ImnrnTP. posed national Knighta of Pythias sanment of the bronchial tnb!. whereby the
imnklness of voice with thick, aravish
Representative
Supreme
itarium,
la overcome.
8. 8. k, well
like a
una waier, means a uiooa ram, Hugh H. Willlamsi la working
since It Is welcome to any stomach and at
touch
close
in
is
He
keeping
Trojan.
RIB- UUW. lUf! OltMKl. .
U
n. o. p. 1..
in jree oi an minerals n
with Wl W. Bowers, paet grand chanTslns insredieuts wouUerfuliy conducive to
re-

.

Yon can get It

at

any drnz store, hut rto
Hot accept anything else. There Is rtanirer
in sul'stirutes. 8. 8. 8. Is nrermriit oniy by
At!onlo flu
i.im
you free In.irrnctlon
diS4rUtrs.
i plood

lr...i!,i rtiiit will sriv
tv mail rti ).ny BUlgct
Wrlie to'jay.
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cellor for Kansas, who at present
sides at 215 East Central Avenue, Alon
buquerque, and who writes that
next Monday evening the Albuquerque
lodge wil act. on the matter and also

9

oil the advisability of sending

a

hand when the conference was opened with an address by Mayor H. W.
Kiel of this city. Among the topics
taken up for discussion were municipal festivals and celebrations, holiday
enjoyments, the Boston plan of holiday celebration, municipal music and
It beats all how quickly Foley Ca- folk dancing, municipal concerts, and
thartic Tablets liven your liver, over- the civic drama as a constructive socome constipation make, you- feel cial
force, t
lively and active again. J. L.
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
disagreeable symptoms were entirely Most Children's Diseases Start With
removed by the thorough cleansing
a Cold
an InflamFoley Cathartic Tablets gave ma."
feverishness,
Restlessness,
They're a wonder. O. O. Schaefer ed thoat and spasmodic cough maybe
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
whooping cough 18 starting in. Give
Foley's Honey and Tar promptly. It
CONFERENCE OF MUNICIUALITIES helps the c'idren so very much, aad
Mo., says:
St Louis, May 29. The first large Mrs. Shipps, Raymonds ville. and
it is a
conference ever held in America for 'I got fine results from it
great medicine for whooping cough."
the discussion exclusively of the ar- O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross. Drug
tistic and sociological side of civic life Store. Adv. :
convened In SL IJuis today for a two
HANGS SELF
DESPONDENT
days' Besslon. Delegates representing
America's leading cities and a number
Santa Fe. May 29. F. Brady, a re
of especially invited guests were on fugee from Acapulco, Mexico, hanged
depu-

tation with Williams to the supreme
lodge meeting at Winnipeg, Canada,
the latter pert of August, where Williams will make a determined fight
for the proiMJsition.

-
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AND FIELD STARS MEET
Boston, May 29. The best athletic
productions of a majority of the large
universities and colleges in the east,
augmented by high class delegations
from Michigan and California, gathered at the Harvard stadium today for
the opening of the annual track and
field championships of the Intercollegiate Athletic association. Preliminary events were conducted this afternoon for the elimination of the weaker
element of the hundreds of runners,
leapers, jumpers and weight hurlers
included among the entries. Those who
TRACK

survive the test will compete for the tion with the Prelps-Uodg- i
company
championship honors In the final ev- at Tyrone, Grant county. Mr. Hank
will be stationed at Santa Fe. Federal
ents tomorrow.
Judge W. H. Pope today appointed W.
A. Fleming Jonea United States ComHAGERMAN GETS ROAD
Santa Fe, May 29. After listening missioner at Las Cruoes to succeed
to all sides of the controversy over the Lytton TL Taylor, resigned.
sand road east of the Pecos to the
TWO TRAINS ANNULLED
Plains country in Chaves county, the
Santa
Fe, May 29. The El Paso and
state engineer has finally decided in
favor of the road Just east of Hager-ma- Southwestern railway this week took
which will also serve Lake Ar- trains Nos. 7 and 8 from Its chedule."
thur and also ArteBia, although the lat- In their place several of the fast
ter two places insisted on the road trains will make flagstops at point
being more direct from those towns. like Cuervo.
The stretch over the sands is only
three miles and is about 20 miles east
How's This
of Hagerman. In the sands, the road
We offer Dne TTnnrirori
nn , i.
- - v.. vuiioia
v v u that
forks, one branch running to Lake ward for any- case of- Catarrh
miisv Uil
Atrhur and another to Hagerman. not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
r. j. uhuiney & CO., Toledo, O.
Work on the road Is to be started early
We. the undersigned
, inn vnnnrr.
U
AMVOTU
F. J. Cheney for the last 15
in July.
years, an
believe him nerfetiT hnnAroKU 4m all
business transactions and financially
WILL MEASURE STREAM
able to carry out any obligations mad
Santa Fe, May 29. P.issel J. Hank by his firm.
cf State College was today appclnteJ NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
on the Ftream meas't'einom staff of
Toledo, O.
Hall s Catarrh rhim a .kn.
Hydrographer Glenn A. Gray and nally, acting
directly upon the blood
wient on duty immediately.
E L, and mucous surfaces
of the system.
Redding, for twe years conaoetod ith Testimonials sent trea rrl-- tk onti
the service and stati'mel at Santa per bottle. Sold bv all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family pills for constl-ratioRita has resigned to accept a posi
--

o

n.

Adv.

rwitn r
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CUMMINS

HAS

etb and is now applying to purposes of the jury by Memorial Day, a night ses
pageantry what has been learned of sion of the fwleral court may be held
the Mayas, the Greeks of the New tonight The prosecution had placed
World, by those expeditions. The all of its witnesses on the stand by
symbolic Maya spirit figure to be car- last evening and elicited from them

Duffy's Pure Halt Whiskey
in

A

taken according to directions
a little milk or water Just before meals stimulates the flow of saliva for the digestion of starches and the secretion of gastric
for
the digestion of other foods, thereby improving the digestion and assimjuice
ilation of the food and giving to the system its full proportion of nourishment

FIGHT ON HIS

ried in the pageant, is the largest me
chanical figure ever constructed and
was designed by two St Louis gtrl
sculptors. St. Louis paper are publishing fine pictures of the Maya part
of the pageant, the moving plctrore
films of which will be exhibited all
ever the world. One picture shows
the spirit with Percy MacKaye, the
author and playwright, seated in the
spirit's lap.

HfHS
IOWA SENATOR'S SEAT
THE UPPER HOUSE IS DESIRED BY OTHERS

THE
1

Des Moines, la., May

IN

29.

Aspirants

for public office la Iowa

will close

i
1he campaign tomorrow with their
appeals to the electorate. The
state-wid- e
primary will be held Monday, when the people will decide
for United States
. whom they want
6enator, governor and other officers.
The campaign, though it has been con.
siderably shorter than usual, has been
exceedingly spirited, particularly during the past week or two.
Though the primary covers every office for which an election will be
held in November, the interest in the
contest overshadows all
senatorial
else. The issue at stake on the republican side is whether Albert B. Cummins, who long has oeen an Influential faotor in the national councils of
liie party and has been seriously considered for the presidential nomination, shall foe returned to the United
States senate or shall be supplanted
iy Arthur C. Savage, a member of the
Iowa state senate and a resident of
the town of Adair. After casting
about for a candidate for some time
the
republicans' finally
picked upon Savage as the man to
make the race against him. The
friends of Senator Cummins bo far
have not taken the savago candidacy
very seriously and they predict that
Mr. Cummins will be renominated in
the primaries by an overwhelming
majority. A feature of the contest of
general interest lies in the fact that
Senator Cummins has been the foremost advocate of the movement for a
reunion of the republicans and
gressives throughout the country. His
denomination by a substantial majority will be taken as an indication that
lis plan has the indorsement of the
rank and file'of the republican party.
Next to the fight for the senatorship
the contest of most interest to be deeded by the primaries Is that over
the republican nomination for governor", Governor George W. Clarke,
whose term will exptre next January,
is a candidate for renomination and
Tia3 as an opponent Judge C. G. Lee
of Ames'. A third aspirant for the
head of the republican state ticket is
in the field in the person of John W.
Howley)' of Keosauqjy who is making
the race on a single plank platform of
antl-capitextension. It is generally
conceded that the contest is between
fin-H-

i
For the aged, for those who are "run down," for persons who are
from stomach trouble, nervousness or similar ailments who need a realsuffering
builder
ttpof the whole system. Duffy's is certain to bring quick results.

"Get Duffy's and Keep Well"

Clarke and Lee, with the chances ap- the prohibitionists is Malcolm F.
parently favoring the present execu- Smith of Cedar Falls. While the selections of the party conferences are
tive.
The democrats have contests on for not binding tnd other candidates may
nearly all the places on tlw state tick- enter the field it is a practical cer'
et, but the interest within that party tainty that the ticKets as named at
is centered almost wholly in the Tight the conferences will be voted on at
for the senatorship. Maurice Connolly the election in November.
of Dubuque, who reprewwnts the tnrrd
StcK Headache
district in congress'. Is the leading
Mrs. A. L. LucKie, East Rochester,
candidate for the democratic nominawas a victim of sick headache
N.
tion for United States senator. Oppos- andY.,
despondency, caused by a badly
ed to him is Edwin T. Meredith, a pub- weakened and debilitated condition of
lisher of agricuiirtral papers in Des her stomach, when she began taking
Moines.
Meredith has conducted an Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
found them pleasant to take, also mild
active nd vigorous1 campaign, but the and effective.
In a few weeks' time
his
seems
to
prevail that
was restored to my former good
opinion
chances of defeating Connolly for the health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
nomination are rather slight. (V-nollFAME FOR SANTA FE Is an able campaigner, is well
Santa Fe, May 29. How the influknown throughoue the state and
stands particularly strong with the ence of the work of the School of
working classes. He Is generally look- .American Ancbjaeology makes itself
ed upon as about the strongest candi- potently felt, even in the big cities
date that the democratic party could of the United States, is' manifest in
select to make the race against Sen- the great four day pageant that began
in St. Louis today. The chief feature
ator Cummins.
The .progressive party is not con- in the pageant is that of the Maya
cerned in the primaries, as the person- tableaus and masques, the idea being
nel of the state ticket to he put up by furnished by the researches of the
that party in November has already (school1 in northern Guatemala, the
been agreed upon at a conference of past four, years, especially in the anthe party leaders. The same I true cient city of Kuirigua. The St. Louis
of the prohibition party. The pro- Archaeological Society furnished part
gressive party choice for governor is of the funds paying ror tnese expedGeorge White of Nevada, and that of itions under Director Edgar L, Hew- y

i

some weird testimony as to superstitions that still prevail among the Pue
blo Indians at Acoma. It was strictly
maintained that some men are wizards
and have the power to change men Into
dogs or coyotes. When one witness
was asked: '"Do you really believe
that a man can be changed into a
wolf?" he parried by asking: "Do you
as a Christian believe that the bread
and wine in communion are changed
to the body of Christ?" Garcia, an
ChamDertaln's Llntment
Acoma Indian, is accused of shooting
This preparation Is Intended espe- and
killing Alfred Leeds, a Laguna Incially for rheumatism, lame back,
Leeds had the reputation of
dian.
falike
and
is
a
ailments.
It
sprains
vorite with people who are well ac- being a wizard who would turn his
quainted with its splendid qualities. enemies Into wolves.
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind,
says of it, "I have found ChamberWeaknes
lain's Liniment the best thing for
Irregular, painful blajaer weaknesses
lame back and sprains I have ever
used. It works like a charm and re- disappear when the kidneys are strong
lieves pain and soreness. It has been and healthfully active. Take Foley
used by others of my family as well Kdiney Pills for that burning, scald
painful action- as myself for upwards of twenty ing sensation-irregular- ,
sore feeling and bladder disyears." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For heavy,
tress. You will like their tonic res
sales by all dealers. Adv.
torative effect the relief from pain
quick . good results. Contain to
BUILDING IN CAPITAL
harmful drugs. Try them. O. G.
Santa Fe, May 29. W. N. Townsend Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Is constructing two more cottages In Adv.
Santa Fe style on Martinthe new-olTERRIFIC HAIL STORM
ez street to adjoin the two he has reSanfa
Fe, May 29. Traveling Au
to
let
He
completed.
expects
cently
ditor
Earnest and his assistHowell
cotthe contract shortly for a fjfrh
L. Kegel and L. B. Woot-ters- ,
Walter
ants,
Hillhead
the
street
on
of
the
at
tage
returned tonight from Portales.
side Avenue.
Federel District Clerk Harry H. where they audited the books of the
Lee will let the contract for a modem county officials. They will immediatfton Curry
cottage on his recently purchased lots ly complete their report
as soon as the bridge across the Ar- county for submission to Governor
McDonald who returns from Roswell
royo Mascarenas is built.
Federal Judge William H. Pope is on Saturday. Mr. Kesel describes the
the terrific hall
completing plans for a fine mansion havoc wrought by
which
wrecked half
storm
at
Portales
to be erected on Buena Vista Heights.
He has already set out trees and of the windows in the town, stripped
shrubs on the site which is one of the the trees, broke the shingles In roofs,
greatly damaged the cantaloupe fields
finest locations In
city.
Attorney Frank Lavan of Catron" and set the railroad tracks deep under
and Catron has let the contract to water. Considerable livestock on the
August Relng&rdt for a fine residence range was killed. One large hail
on Grant Avenue opposite the federal stone broke the electric light globe In
Mr. Reingardt is also figur- the court room. Other freakish feats
building.
of which were
ing on a number or bungalows to be of the hailstones some
built on upper Palace, Avenue on lots larger than a hen's egg are reported.
owned by Attorney A,B. Rienehan and
A Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and
commanding a superb view of the
Risky
city.
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on"
in the spring Is risky. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound heals raw inflamHelps Kidney and Bladder Trouble
ed surfaces In the throat and bronEverybody Satisfied
77!vArvwhprft nprtnlA urct tflklTiff Fnlev chial tubes makes sore, weak spots
Kidnev Pills, and are so satisfied thev sound and whole stops stubborn,
urge others to take them also. A. T. tearing coughs. Refuse substitutes. O.
"I rec- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala., says:
ommend them to all who suffer from
Adv.
kidney troubles and backache, for they
are fine." Best thing you can take NEW CHARTER FOR EDMONTON
for backache, weak back and rheumaEdmonton, Alberta, May 29. Gov
tism. 0.,0,Jjaefer and Red Cross
ernment
Adv..
by elective commission, InStops.
Drug
Initiative, the referendum
the
cluding
and the recall, the preferential ballot,
INTERESTING MURDER CASE
Santa Fe, May 29. la order to get the adoption of adult suffrage and the
the San Juan Garcia murder case to elimination of plural voting on debenture issues, with alternative methods
of electing commissioners and desig
nated duties, are the outstanding- fea
tures of the new charter to be submitted tomorrow to the city council
of Edmonton by a special committee
appointed by that body The new charter is designed to make Edmonton "the
freest city on the North American continent.". The charter will be submitted to a popular vote, and If successful it will be presented to the provincial legislature for approval at'the fall
session, making possible the election
of a board of five commissioners early
In December.
-
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he supremacy of Budweiser has
been built up by the natural and
continued choice of the people,
Its sales exceed those of any other beer
by millions of bottles proving its
ever-increasin-

popularity.

g

Or anything else that is

generally difficult to bake with
economy and success
you'll
find one heaping teaspoonful of

Health Club.
more efficient, purer and easier
to use than anv other Ralcincr
Power obtainable at any price.
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TWO GREATEST IN HISTORY

V.t.;tssiss:::s5.
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festivat given under the. auspices of
the music department of Lehigh University. The festival Is one of the
most notable affairs of Its kind In this
country. The participants Include the
Bach chorua of 200 voices, with several noted soloists. The instrumental
music will be furnished by the Philadelphia orchestra.

IGNORING THE LAW
Santa Fe, May 29. Less than two
per cent of applicants for water rights
have thus far complied with the law
as to filing certificates of completion
or application of water with State Engineer Jameg A. French. Today scores,
of peremptory notices were sent out
with the ultimatum:
"Unless satisfactory proof Is filed on the .blanks Inclosed or proof and affidavits filed in
support of an application for an extension of time sufficient to justify this
office in granting same, your application will be taken up thirty days from
data of thib letter and canceled without further noticed'
Millions of dollars worth of water
rights are Involved, for many of which
there will be a uost of other applicants
as soon as the old application Is can'
celed.

MEMORIAL

TO VANCOUVER

London, May 29. A movement Is
under way at King's Lynn to place a
portrait of Captain Vancouver, the
explorer of the northwestern coast of
the North American continent. In the
town hall. The cottage where Vancouver was born, a
til
led house with a mansard roof, is still
standing in the village and in the local
church there is to be seen the register
recording the date of his baptism.
half-timber-

.

March. 16, 1761.

Whooping Cough
"About a year ago my three boys
bad whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain'B Cough Remedy the only one that would relieve their coughing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a very
short time," writes Mrs. Archie
Crooksville, Ohio. For - sale
by all dealers. Adv.
RAIN RECORDS BROKEN
Fe,. May 29. All precipitation
records for May in eastern New Mexico

Santa

have been broken this month. Only
yetserday a fall of one and a half inch
es of rain fell in 30 minutes at Roswell damaging some of the apple
On the Berreado farms, the
day before, five Inches of hail fell. In
Grant county, too, hail did considerable
damage north of Silver City, especially on the XSX ranch. The hall
stones were so large as to kill chick
ens.

MEETING OF BANKERS
Dawson Springs, Ky., May 29
Groups 1 and 2 of the Kentucky Bank
ers association began a joint conven
tion here today with many members
In attendance.
H, B. Gilbert, of Murray, presided at the morning session.
The feature of the session waa an address by W. F. Bradshaw, of Paducah.
on "The Bankers' Relation to Agricul
ture." F. M. Gettys of Louisville,
president of the Kentucky Bankers' as
sociation, spoke at the meeting this
The sessions
afternoon.
will con
clude tomorrow.

s.

SALE SET ASIDE
Santa Fe, May 29. Federal Judge
Pope today set aside the order of the
referee for a proposed private sale of
the equity of redemption incertain real
estate of Aaron M. Adler of Las Vegas,
in bankruptcy court and ordered a
public sale on June 10, at the court
)ull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet house at Las Vegas, the minimum
Due to Kidney Trouble
amount to be accepted to be not less
Your kidneys need help when your than $400.
lands and feet thicken, swell up, and
ou feel dull and sluggish. Take Fo-eBACH FESTIVAL AT LEHIGH
Kldnev Pills. Thev are tonic. Btim
Bethlehem, Pa., May 29. Music lovulating and strengthening and restore
your kidneys to healthy normal action. ers from several 'states have arrived
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red here to attend the ninth annual Bach
,
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ADLER

v

ATHLETIC MEET

St. Louis, May 29. Star athletes
representing colleges from Illinois to
California rounded up here today for
the annual championship meet of the
Missouri Valley conference.
will be conducted under

The meet

the auspices

of Washington university and will extend over two days. The number and
high class of the entries give promise
of one of the most successful meets la
the history of th organization.
GOOD INDIAN SCHOOL

Santa Fe, May 29. St. Catherine's
Indian Industrial school at Santa Fe
has 20 teachers, five of them male, and,

an enrollment of 220 pupils according
to the report submitted to the depart
ment of education today. The school
was established 20 years ago and Is
conducted by the Sisters of the Bless
ed Sacrament under Mother M. Josephine as superintendent.

Budweiser is brewed, aged
m uie WU11U,
jj
occupying 142 acres covered
by 110 separate buildings.
More than 7500 people are
required to help Budweiser
keep pace with the public
demand.
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THE PANAMA CANAL
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This wonderful waterway cost $375,000000 ,nd invcived a nin-mil- e
cut through mountain.
II tht erection of six pair of gigantic locks, nd a dam 150
high and t mile forw. The dis- 11 tance it saves
comnvroe
revolutionize
and place the United States first
6,000 miles will
th
II among the leading nations of the world. The Anheu-Busplant cost akout
bmli by a nation, the ot)er by an institution.
U a much ac this canal one
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rldee. Clara V. Pjichliman. Eva Feltnn. I
Phebe Hart, Jennie Vivian Hedgcock,
L
Mabel Ora Rlnchisen, Buford II. Kirk,
Tronble-N- ow
Well
'
.
Buffer
from Vang Trouble are eften
Agnes Langs ton, Enid McGee, Soled ad
ESTABLISHED 1879
misled In Uie beUef that nothing will
Belle
Montano,
Palmer,
Norton, Gladys
tsem. Hem. fresh air. wholesome
food and regularity In nabtta do much
Rice Sylvester Tipton, Sarah Gertrude
In aiding to Feature health, but somePubllthea by
Tooker and Louise Wells.thing pine la needed. Wnny people who
have tkeo Ei kmnn'a Alterative
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
have testified that It wax this oiiMiirlue which reCandidates for Master's Dedgree
(Incorporated)
stored them to health. Bead this:
Freda Frank Appel, Doyle C. Barnett
WelUon. III.
Gentlemen: Through your InstrumenSamuel Jesse Daley, Eva Felton, Kate
Editor.
tality I have been wived from a
M. PAOQETT
grave. On leeemhea 14, lIKH, I
Hope Livingston, Belle Norton, Alice
waa taken with Typhoid
Pneumonia,
EL PASO PASTOR IS HONORED AT which develnned luto Lung- Trouble,
(Continued from Page One
Amelia Turner, Rose Mae Power, Roin
u
i
m wv b hi v
wos.
I went to Fort Worth.
February,
CLOSING SESSION OF THE
salie Pierce Powers, Chas. Lv Schreck,
Texas, and later to C'auon City. Colorado.
After
helm there two weeks mv phynl-ciaThe next stop was made in Brazil, Astanyx Dougdas Smith, Rachel V.
BIG CONVENTION
Informed me that my cane waa hope-leaThree weeks later I returned home, which, the speaker said, was a most Smith, Rice
Entered t the postofflc at
Sylvester Tipton, Bernlce
weighing 103 pounda, the doctor havlnc
At Its closing session this morning Riven
wonderful nation, enjoying great pros- K. Zlngg.
Vegas, New Mexico for transnie no asminiiice of reaching there
On July 14,
I began
Texas conven- alive.
ustloa through the United Butea the New Mexico-Wes- t
A certificate of efficiency In music
perity. Rio Janerio and other cities
Kckman's wonderful reniedv for taking
I.uuiJ
I welch 1.Vt pounds.
Trouble.
I
matter.
class
elected
Today
second
Christ
m
of
Churches
in Brazil he found to be kept spot- was
the
of
tion
lUa
sm stont and well a.nd can do uny kind
presented to Miss Ethel Harper.
the following officers: P. J. Rice of of work alMMit my gniln elevator
lessly clean. He said he believed Rio
(Affirlsvln
WERB.
AHTHt'R
D. L. Batchelor
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Kl Paso, president;
Janeiro to be the prettiest city In the
(Above abbreviated: more on ropiest. )
F.i'kman'a
has been proven bv
Dally, by Carrier
The speaker asserted that
of Las Vegas, vloe president; Judge many years'Alterative
;world.
to
he mow eftlcaclotia
test
$ .06 L. A. Dale of El
wvere Throat and l.nng A ff cct ions,
rer Copy
Brazil's
Paw, Dr. R. B. Ho-- fr
great
prosperity was due In a
Bronchitis.
Bronchial
Asthma. Stubborn
.16 man of
and In .upbuilding the arsrem.
One Week
measure
to the immense coffee
El Paso, J. A. Shedd of El Colds
large
or'hablt-formlnContains no narcotics. uuWvh
.66
One Month
driiBH.
Ask for liooklet tolling
business. He said Brar.il Is friendly
Paso, Frank Talmadge of Roswell and
of ncoverles. and write to Rckmrni.
doe Year
to the United States and he had no
Herman P. Williams of Albuquerque, laboratory,
riilladelphlH.
Pa., 'for evidence.
Mail
For sale bv ll leafllur druggists
Dally, by
executive board.
difficulty in getting her to agree to
One Tear (In advance) .
The following resolutions were and E. O. Murphey and Red Cross send an exhibit to the San Francisco
. . ,
3 00
Six Months (in advance)
fair.
passed, thanking the Las Vegas mem- Drug company.
7.00
One Year (In arrears?
bers of the denomination and the city
Uruguay, tha next nation visited,
175
ix Month (in arrears)
for the cordial reception J given the of this report be published in the Is, said Mr. Martinez, a atnall republic,
daily paper of this city. J. H. Allen. but it is a wonderful one. It is small NORMAL YOUTH DOES THE BEST
delegates:
This year we hare more presents suitable lor
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
WORK IN THE SCHOOL'S
Miss Myrtle Slevert and Mrs. C. W. er in area than New Mexico and has
on
committee
courtesies,
"We, your
GROWER
ENGLISH
Committee."
DEPARTMENT
lAmbert,
This country is
1,100,000 inhabitants.
the boys than ever, before.
beg leave to submit as follows:
one Yeir
Convention's Busy Day
we heartily thank Brother
Inhabited
almost
of
First,
by
entirely
people
tlx Months
After an auto ride to the Montezuma Spanish descent,1' and Mr. Martinez
Following is a list of the pnaes
J. it, Imhof and the brothers and sisAnd lor the girls you can always find some"
the
awarded
students of the New1 Mexico
the
hotel
and
canyon
beyond,
up
ters of the local congregation for their
said it ihade hfm proud of' his race
(Cash In Advance for Mall
comthe
careful attention to every detail con- - delegates to the convention of
when he saw the efficiency and tnor-- Normal' University at the annual
thing to please them
Subscriptions.)
Christian church began their work an ouiih goodness of the government He mencement exercises last night:
our
and
comfort
trlbutine
or
to
money
pleasure.
draft
check,
Remit by
' Optic Prize
"For the homes that were opened hour late yesterday ana spent a Dusy said the percentage of illiteracy in
order. 11 sent otherwise we will not
well
The
were
three
prepared Uruguay is smaller 'than that In any
prize for the best class work
to us, for the beautiful flowers that' day. There
e responsible for loss.
In
The
fore.
attended
English,
well
and
gold watch, $15, FreJ
programs.
were placed-lration in the world. The country has
; the church, for the
n " 1
discuswas- - given to
AT
At?!. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
noon
session
'ef
for
Immense
service
endeavorers
of
of
number
all
the
;jA
schools,
special
''M
i
Leader."
as
a
Prlzei'
Preacher
OF
sion
TIME
"The
of
EXPIRATION
Regents'
connecting 'and operating the stereopficiently managed. Mr. Martinez said
The prize for the best literary work
PAID FOR
ttcon and the many other little cour- There were some brief address on Uruguay has an admirahV system of
tesies shown Us, for which we are this general subject. The afternoon taxation. The only taxes are land and itt the annual, gold ring, $7.50, Frank
session was likewise given to four ad income taxes. Uncultivated' land is E. Landau.
Advertisers are guaranteed the truly grateful.
The prize for the second best liter'Second. The visiting delegates all dresses on the Bible school, followed taxed $5 per acre the first year.' If
iargest dally and weekly circulation
New
work in the annual, silver ring
in
northern
discussion.
ary
table
a
round
feel themselves under lastiug obliga- by
fjjany newspaper
it la etill uncultivated the second year
Have you seen the new Leather Noyelties?
a
with
was
there
Mexico.
At
gold seal, Anna Nolan,
the
Com
meeting
eevning
to
brethren
the
and
those
the
tions
taxation is increased. This' has
Tho prize for tha third best literary
mercial club of the city for the de very helpful paper on "Lessons Learn- resulted in all the land being utilized.
TELEPHONES
in the annual, cuff links, $3,
work
an
address
and
ed
by
the
in
we
Service,"
lightful auto ride,' without which
Everybody In Uruguay pays an Income
Main 2
Business Offlee
should have gone to our homes ig- Grant K. Lewis on "The General Mis- tax, according to his earnings. The Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr.
Main 2
Ntwi Department
norant of many of the Interesting sionary Enterprise." In this speech result is that the burden ts1 not heavy The prize for the best work in, art
features of the city and the surround- it was related somewhat fully the his upon anybody, and the treasuries al- In annual, gold ring, $7.50, Rebecca,
- ft r rf
rv
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tory of the birth and progress of "The ways contain sufficient money for the Rendon.
ing country.
The prize for the second best work
"Third. We wish to express our Man and Millions Movement" which needs of the government,
in art in annual, silver ring with gold
A PA IB OP Til KM
Christian
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movement
which
is
a
to
the
of
state
board
by
Mr.
Martinez
said
is
the
appreciation
Argentina
the C. W. B. M. for the work they churches are enlisting a thousand men "Yankee country of '(Soiith America." seal, Vivian Hedgcock.
The prize for the third best work
The shadows have lifted and bright have so efficiently done in the past and six million dollars for the evan He said the people are energetic and
places appear in the firmament. Since year, and especially to Mrs. W. An gelization of the world. The great- prosperous Their r pijief industries in art in annual, silver ring, $2, Sadie
arship, gold watch, $10, Paul Marselle. these two boys. This error arose
Theodore Roosevelt and Vice Presl derson and Mrs. J. J. Beck, who have ness of the work was forcibly brought are the raising of cattle and wool. Tooker.
The prize for best ciass work in from a misunderstanding between myThe prize for scholarship, gold ring,
dent Marshall have broken out slmul given their services so freely and un to all
Mr. Martinez gave statistics showing
combined with prize for schol- self and the head of the departmenL
wls-D.
of
C.
Latin,
floods
$7.50,
veritable
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normal.
with
Barnett,
With this morning's program the that Argentina has more cattle and
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reservedly to this work.
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for
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prize
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and
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grateful
sheep than the United States though
Theodore
Skinner.
announced as the winner of the prize.
sodden
Frances
$7.50,
normal
despair American Missionary society for Its the delegates left today. All are high thi country has a greater area.'
Myers, Junior
ountry may turn from
I If eld
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Prize
His grade averaged for the year 98
r
The
combined
for
scholarship,
o golden hope, says the Kansas City literal support of the work in this ly pleased with their stay in Las Ve- prize
Chile is noted for its soldiers and
The prize for best class work in do- per cent, while Paul Marselle averprize, Theodore
jixui nal. The colonel, ot course, looms field, both for the financial aid given gas, and feel that they have had a for its pretty women, according to with half Taupert
mestic science, percolator,, Mrs. Eliza- aged nearly 97 per cent This la the
aot a largely in the public eye. He has and also for the Inspiring messages great and profitable convention. P. J, Mr. ' Martinez. The country is not Skinner, academic, senior.
beth Hart
second time that Theodore Sldnner
The
for
combined
prize
scholarship
.ad more experience In getting Into which the society has brought to us Rice from El Paso will lecture tonight particularly
to
the United
friendly"'
has won this prize for the highest
with
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Maraelle,
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.'he spotlight than
through its representative, Brother on "The Situation in Mexico, as Seen States, because of paA disagreements.
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Statement
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the latter is learning the vaudeville Grant K. Lewis.
When the
reached Chile,
by
FRANK H. H. ROBERTS.
The prize for scholarsnlp, silver To the Editor of The Optic, Sir:
"Fifth. We greatly appieciate the
Mr. Martinez found that the country
j.rt rapidly and bids fair to be a maIn justice to those concerned the
ster of it before long. Leaving the work which the state boa.-d-, imder tha
Young Shugrue produced the goods had decided not to be represented at ring, $2, Henrietta Trujillo, academic
Bombardier Wells has turned down
The the Sari Farncisco exposition. After Junior.
olonel for a moment, let us consider leadersl'ip of tho president, r. J. Rice, in his first bout in Australia.
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having nothing
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is out making speeches preparatory to thanks le extended the board for its Eddie Campi is considering an offer send Its president to the big exposi- more;.
Paul Marselle had tied for first place
Taupert Prize
the opening of the Chautauqua season. very efficient anl unselfish service in to go to London. If be decides to tion. Peru did not receive lengthy
The prize for best class work In In the Latin department and therefore
The Cigar makers' International unAnd he is doing well at It, too.
the cause of the Master and with the make the trip he will be matched with description from Mr.n' Martinez. He
At Atlanta the other day Mr. Mar- understanding that said vote shall Digger Stanley or Charles Ledoux.
said it was a beautiful country, Latin, combined with prize for echo! divided the Taupert prize between ion has nearly 50,000 members.
shall addressed a commencement also express our thanks to the firs',
though completely uriaer the dominaCHINO COPPER
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An Everyday Cake ATIIUUSAND
Here is a simple and inexpensive cake that

PERSONALS

J.
In

can be varied in many ways with different
frostings and icjnfi.' It looks a little nicer
baked in a tubq pan, but will be equally as
E. Sullivan of Denver, Cola, came good baked in a square loaf.

last night for a short business vi-

'K C

sit

LOST IN GREAT

Gold Cake

By Kir. Janet MaKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine.
cup butter' cup sugar' yolks of
V
eggs,' beaten light; 1 cup flour,' less
ness visit
level teaspoonfuls
level
BenWolcott of Albuquerque came In KC UMespoonfuls;t
Baking Powder; J cup milk; grated
visbusiness
a
1
few
for
rind oj orange.
last night
days'
it In this city.
Sifrr flour" and baking powder together
George P. Schuman of Pueblo, Colo., three times; cream butter and ttigar, beat
yolki of eggs, add these to creamed mixture,
arrived In the city last night for a and
fautly add the moisture and flour altershort business visit.
nately, beating batter until smooth. Gold
O. E. Heine of Oakland, Calif., came Cak can only be made successfully by beating yolks of eggs, very, very creamy and
in yesterday evening and will be a bus- lightlemon colored, using a rotary beater.
time.
short
a
iness visitor here for
I ne rotary beater is tne only
M. Mollendorf and H. C. Martin of beater that will do justice to
of eggs. The beatthe
Chicago were business visitors In the ing yolks
kills all egg taste and
last
arrived
night.
city today. They
improves the texture of the
A. Gusdorf, representative for the cake. .
Dittman Shoe company of St. Louis,

A, Henderson came In last night
from Newton, Kan., for a short busi-

DISASTER

F.

i

t

was a business visitor Inhe city today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Hall and C.
all of Roswell, came in last
night for a brief business visit In this
-

city.

Miss Bertha Walden and Miss Irene
Earl came in last night from El
for a several days' visit In this

Por-ven- ir

city.

.

A. M. McCready, connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company, came In

last night from Raton for a short business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Zimmerman of
JjcL Angeles, Calif., arrived in the city
last night and will be visitors here for
several

days.

Richard Rudulph, employed at the
Cross, Kelly and Company store at
Pecos, came In yesterday for a few
days' stay in this city.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
this division of the Santa Fe Railway
company, came In last night from Raton for a short business visit.
Miss Liela Brown of Sprinper
to her home this afternoon,
after having been a visitor with
friends for the past few day3.
Hougo Hauter, representative for the
Hart, Schaffner and Marx Clothing
company of Chicago, came in last night
for a several days' business visit.
Felix Martinez, who addressed the

class of 1914 of the New Mexico Normal University last night, left this
afternoon for his home in El Paso.
O. J. Ogg, trainsmasler for the north-r-

.

i

Captain and Mrs. H. T. Holmes arrived last evening from Norfolk, Va.,
after several months' stay with their
daughter, Mrs.1. H. Mathews at that
place. They also spent part of the
time with another daughter, Mrs. G. H.
ICelly at Washington, D. C. They thoroughly enjeyed their stay in the east,
going on board some of the big battle-hlp- s
in Hampton Roads and visiting
points of interest at the national capital. They will remain for some time
with their daughter, Mrs. C. H. Schlr-meof this city.
r,

(Continued from Page One)
afloat the life boats that were launch
ed from the striken ship, and picked
they contained!
up the survivors
were
Three hundred and thirty-nin- e
saved by the Lady Evelyn, and 60 by
the Eureka. Among those saved was
Captain H. Q. Kendall of the Empress.
First Class Passengers Lost
Most of the first class passengers
apparently perished. Among those in
the first cabin were Sir Henery Seton
Karr, a noted English lawyer and bis
game hunter, and Lawrence Irving,
son of the late Henry Irving, and his

wife, Mabel Mackney.
Of a party of 140 Canadian Salva
tion
Army members on board, only 23
Cocoanut Frosting
Beat the whites of 2 eggs dry; gradually were resoued. They had left Quebec
beat in half ;up of sifted confectioner's yesterday, bound for the Army's insugar and continue the beating until the frost- ternational conference in London.
ing is smooth, thick and glossy j then beat in
, Escaped in Night Clothes
grated cocoanut, fresh or prepared, and
So quickly did the EmpreBS sink
spread upon the cake. This frosting is made
thick by beating rather than by sugar.
that those passengers fortunate
Save this recipe.
You will want to use It enough to get into the life boats found
frequently. Or better, send us the colored themselves
garbed only in their night
certificate packed in each
can of K
I
.
C Baking Powder and we will mail you "The clothes.
4 ,
Cook's Book containing this and 89 other
No Baggage Saved
all
HilL
Mrs,
baking recipes equally good
by
No 'baggage was saved. The condif.
laques Mfg. Co., Chicago.
tion of the survivors .was pitiable.
Some had broken arms and legs and
Harold, iKohnj son of Mrs. Emma all had suffered terribly, I E. Gos- Kohn, arrived in Las Vegas today settin, a prominent lawyer of Montfrom Roswell, where he has been atreal, saved himself by clinging to raft.
tending the New Mexico Militr.ry In- When the rescue ships docked here
stitute for tHe past year.
the station platform was converted
New Mexico Normal Univers.ty.
Into a hospital and the townspeople,
Mrs. Abe Hixenbaugh, accompanied
food and
united in
nt

her daughters,

Misses Lola and
Bertha Hixrobaugh, left this afternoon
for her home in Raton. Misses Lota
and Bertha Hixenbaugh have been, at
tending the Normal University. Their
mother has been visiting thera for the
past two weeks.
by

SERVES ON

SOUTHARD
BASEBALL

COMMITTEE

n

district of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe Railway company,
was a business visitor in .Las Vegaa
..
...
today,.
"William Balfour, transportation in
spector for the Santa Fa Railway company on this division, came in last
night from Albuquerque for a short
business visit
Carlos Dunn will leave this evening
for his home at Taos after having
been a visitor in this city with Mrs.
Dunn for the past few days. Mrs.
Dunn will remain here during the
'summer with her parents, Mr, and
TMrs. O. G. Schaefer.

LAS VEGAS BOOSTER

PROMINENT
i

WlLL 'HELP FURNISH SPORT
FOR THE FANS

W. P. Southard, president of the
Commercial club;: has been selected
by the four' baseball commissioners
chosen by the .ball teams of the East

and West sides as the fifth member
of the commission. Mr. Southard an
nounced-thimorning that he would

accept
This commission will endeavor to
meet this evening at the Commercial
club rooms and begin the actual for
mation of the baseball organization
for the 6umraer. The picking of the
team will not take place until a practice game is played in which all the
players will take part At the meet
ing this evening, the manager and all
other officials who will be selected
by the commission will be chosen.
It i9 planned to play a game with
Santa Fe, in this city Sunday afternoon, June 7, but no official arrangement has yet been made. The local
team was defeated in the Capital City
last Sunday and is anxious to redeem
itself by defeating the White Sox o.f
Santa Fe in this city.

Richness
In a Breakfast Dish
sweet, appetizing and easily digested

dantly in the substantial nourishment
barley.
,

is supp'ied

j

abun-

of whole wheat and

GrapeNiits
,

FOOD

made from the rich, nutritious parts of these grains, comes,,-tyou in the form of crisp, nutty granules full of health
building properties.
'

long baked is thoroughly dextrinized and
" ' f
digests usually in about an hour. Grape-Nut-

LIVES

s

clothing,
bringing
a common effort to aid the sufferers.
Many Died In Lifeboats
Twelve bodies with faces covered
lay side by side on the wharf. They
were passengers who had made the
lifeboats but who were fatally hurt.
Wreckage strews the St. Lawrence for
a long distance" near where the Em!
press sank.
The sun shone brightly during the
forenoon. Though the water, is still
icy, the temperature today was not
low enough to increase the sufferings
of the survivors.
Sailors Majority of Survivors
The vast majority of the saved were
members of the ship's crew. Early estimates here indicated not more than
fiO passengers were saved.
:
Besides Captain Kendall, the first
and second engineers and the ship's
surgeon were rescued. The captain
was too overcome to give at first any
extended account of the disaster. He
had sent a wireless to his line after
the vessel was struck, saying:
"Ship gone."
Townspeople Give Aid ,
The residents of Rimouskl, numbering 3,000, came silently to the dock
where the dead and exhausted living
were being landed, and under the direction of the mayor, H. R. Flzet, gave
aid wherever possible. Every doctor
In the town was on the scene, and
many of the injured were taken to
private homes. From cedar chests and
closets the townsfolk brought garments ' of all descriptions for those
who had lost their belongings. Two
headquarters were established at the
wharf and at the station of the Intercolonial railway. At the station those
Injured and not removed to homes
were cared for;..
The rescue boats, Eureka and Lady
Evelyn, found on reaching the point
where the Empress sank a scene not
disimiliar to that which greeted the
liners which rushed to the Titanlc's
aid. They found the ship sunk, and
the surface, of the water, fortunately
calm, - dotted with lifeboats and
smeared with floating debris.
In the lifeboats were huddled the
survivors, dazed and moaning, some
then dying of injuries sustained in the
crash or In the rush of leaving the
sinking Empress. Few could give anything but incoherent, almost hysterical
accounts of what had happened. J.' L.
Black and Mrs. Black, of Ottawa, said
"
they" had 'Jumped together (h. to the
river. They had been roused by the
shock of the collision, and, unable to
get into a lifeboaC nad risked the
leap. They were picked up by a boat
from the Lady Evelyn. Another sur
vivor was Mrs. Patten of Sherbrooke,
'

Quebec.

Ship Was Fully Insured
The Empress of Ireland was valued
at $2,000,000 and, with her cargo, val-ue-l
at $250,000, was fully insured. At
low tide today the top of her funnels
could be seen. She is lying In the
channel. It is thougnt by navigators
that it may be possible to raise her.
At present the wreck is a menace to
navigation.
Many Narrow Escapes
The water that poured into the
ship's engine room caused an explo
sion and this forced many to jump.
Ernest Hayes, an assistant purser,
told of leaping from tne upper promenade deck. He climbed into No. 3
lifeboat The boat maneuvered about
the wreckage for a time and found
Captain Kendall clinging to a piece
of wreckage. He had jumped just
before the Empress went down.,
W. Davis of Montreal, one of the
few survivors able to talk coherently
after his landing, said n and his wife
had not been awakened by the impact of the collision and knew noth
ing of the accident until water began
to rush Into their stateroom. He help
ed his wife to the boat deck, but the
big ship had already listed, and it
was impossible to launch a boat To
gether they crawled on their hands
and knees up the sloping deck of the
liner-j.-. The vessel was rapidly sinking.
His wife was swept from his grasp.
Both were carried by the suction into
the river They, clung Jo a piece of
wood and were rescued.
The wife
was unconscious.
X W. Longley, a rancher of Canford,
calmly sat on the deck rail and went
down with the sinking ship. He held
his breath, came up, grabbed the side
of the lifeboat, held to it and was res
cued by the. Eureka.
.William
a Salvation
Measures,
Arm.y 'bandsman, crept along the rail
of the promenade deck and stepped
into the water. He swam to a lifeboat
and was rescued.

rivt y

PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

PAID IN CAPITAL $114,220.00

,

Since its organization thi Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its efforts to the upbllding of
'
safe and conservative tanking institution.
'
;
f
Iu constant and steady growth Is conclusive' evidence that Its effort are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there is ample space for more We en
deavor tii give our patrons the best of banking service in all lines. Ask the man, woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
g

'a

Make This Bank Your Bank.

I

2C

We Pas

A

on Checking Accounts

13 Salvationists Saved
Toronto, May 29. Salvation Army
headquarters here has received the
following names of those among their
party who have been saved:
f, Major Frank, Morris, Lindsay, Ont,
Major and Mrs. Atwell, Toronto, Staff
Captain D. McAmmon, Toronto, Ernest
Green, Toronto,' Herbert Greenaway,
Toronto, Air. and Mrs. Thomas Greene-awaToronto, Thomas Brooks, Toronto, Major Richard Turtin, Toronto,
Captain George WilBon, Toronto, Cap
tain R. Spooner, Toronto Lieutenant
Alfred Keith, Toronto, Ernest Ford,
Toronto, James Johnson, Toronto.

Il,.

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
We Fay 4

on Time and Savings Accounts

GOAL AMD VJOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRiEHO
YESTERDAY'S

Moses' Best Flovir

RESULTS

I
National League - ,
R. H. E.
At Chicago
3 10 ,2
St. Louis
,
...4 11 2
Chicago
Ratteries: Robinson. Periitt and
Wingo; Cheney, Pierce and BreBna-haArcher.
.

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO, Distributors

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
At Pittsburgh
R.H.E. ident of the United Railroads, diverted
New York, May 29. The market
2 5 0 to his personal use.
Philadelphia
2
0
closed
5
.
steady today. Such, InsignifiPittsburgh
Salvation Army Denies Loss
cant changes as occurred in the marBatteries: Mayer and Burns; HarTODAY'S BASEBALL
ket were recorded In the final dealSeattle, Wash., May 29 There were mons and Gibson, Coleman.
American League
no United States delegates to the Sal
ings, when, without any greater activ
Philadelphia at New York.
vation Army's world convention on
American League
'
ity, prices of leading Issues rose to
Washington at Boston.
the Empress of Ireland. The ten Ore
R. Hi. Ei
their best The recovery resulted from
At Philadelphia
more covering of short contracts than
gon and Washington, 24 California St. Louis
.0 6 1
National League
and 15 Colorado, Montana and Utah Philadelphia
3 7 2
from any definite influence. The last
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh."
sales weer os follows:
delegates will sait from New York for
Batteries:
Baumgardner, Mitchell
New York at Brooklyn.
72
London on the steamer Olympic to and Agnew; Plank and Lapp.
Amalgamated Copper . .,:
Boston at Philadelphia."
109
morrow, according to the Salvation
American Sugar
97
R. H. E.
Atchison
Army officers.
At New York
Federal League
166
1 7 4
Chicago
Reading
Indianapolis at Chicago.
Collier Still Floats
6 5 0
94
New York
Southern Pacific
Kansas City at St. Louis.
29.
The collier
Pacifio
Batteries:
Union
Sydney, N. S., May
.........157
Clcotte, Jasper, Schalk
.Brooklyn at Buffalo.
62
Storstad will be able to reach Quebec and Mayer; Fischer and Nunamaker.
United States Steel
Pittsburgh at Baltimore.
under her own steam, according to a
United States Steel, pfd..
109,
R-E.
wireless message received, by the Do- - . , At - Washington-- , .
.l
t
Western League
10" '.1
mi on ion Coal company .from the. gov Detroit
J.
CITY LIVE STOCK
Lincoln at Denver.
, KANSAS
2
8
ernment steamer , Lady-- , Evelyn this Washington
5
at
Kansas
Mey 20. xicss, re- St
City.
Joseph.
Topeka
Dauss' and Stanage;
afternoon. The message madfei no
Batteries:
Des
Moines.
'
Yhiket
3,00
at
Wichita
steady. .Top Cg- rpipta
mention of the Empress of Ireland's Shaw, Bentley, Henry and Williams.
shade bigher.
at
a
Sioux City.
Omaha
.irfs
passengers being on board the Stor
R. H. E.
stad. The Lady Evelyn reported she
At Boston
5 9 0
was lying alongside the Storstad, Cleveland
2 6 4
which was 'badly damaged, but afloat Boston after her collision., f,
Batteries:
Hagerman, Gregg and
Bedient and Carisch.
Bassler,
Cariech;
Ship Had Watertight Compartments
Montreal, May 33. Sir Thomas
Shauhnessy, president of the Canad
FURNISHED ROOMS IN MODERN HOMES
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
ian Pacific railway, issued the following statement:
"The catastrophe, because ct the
National League
great loss of life, is tne most serious
arc looking for them every day.
L.
Pet
W.
in the history of the St Lawrence
.677
10
21
Pittsburgh
route.
your rooms in the Optic's For Rent Column
.621
11
18
York
New
near
the
distance
of
to
the
"Owing
.
.
.
.
and get results
21-- '
.583
15
est telegraph or telephone stations Cincinnati ..
.483
.....It 15
from the scene of the wreck there is Brooklyn
.462
21
.18
'an 'unavoidable delay In securing in St Louis
.433
13
17
....
Philadelphia
formation.
.432
.....16 21
i "From the facts- as we have them Chicago
.310
20
9
GO
it is apparent that about 2 o'clock Boston ,
; American League
this morning the Empress of Ireland,
' V.
w. L. pet
when stopped in a dense fog, was
.61S
i..'. : i.
Nor
side
Washington. ,v.'i..2l 13
rammed on the port
by the
.600
18
12
.
a
such
in
Storstad
Philadelphia
collier
i
wegian
.595
.....22 15
manner as to tear the chip from the Detroit
.471
18
16
St.
Louis
thus
,
to
the
breaking
screw,
middle;
.484
16
15
In these days when living expense is high at best, it certainthe watertight bulkheads with which New York
.469
17
...15
The
i
:
was
ship Boston.......
the vessel
provided.
ly behooves a person to use judgement and discrimination in
.432
settled down in 14 minutes. The ac- Chicago
...,16 21
their buying. Consider the quality as well as the price and
.343
23
,12
cident occurred at a time when the Cleveland .
buy at the storfc that sells the same article for the least money.
passengers were in bed, and the InThink it over and make comparisons. Comparison is the true
Federal League
terval before the steamship went
V
Pet
W. U
down was, not suf fictent to enable the
..12345666
?J(
officers to arouse the passengers and W U q(
.724
8
.21
boats, of which Baltimore . ...;
get .them,, into
.517
14
.
...
......
...15
accommodate
Puffalo
to
wa
sufficient
there,
.485
16 . 17
a much larger number of people than Chicago
3
.481
lOc, l5c and 23c
Lots of Large Straw HatiA....j..J..,,
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Linen
White
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efhould
Kansas City
"That' euoh an accident
If
New shipment Ladiei Skirt3.1$2.98 3.98 4.98 & 5.9- 0..... ..13 IS
lOc
possible in the St Lawrence and to a Indianapolis
Ladies'
Collars and Jabots up from
.406
.V..13 ,'T9
vessel of the class of the Empress of Pittsburgh
.....49c
Set
Cuff
and
Collar
Pretty
Western League
Ireland, with every possible precauW. U Pet
tion taken by the owners to Insure
Another Shipment of Crown Corsets.
.647
12
.22
safety for the passengers and the ves St Joseph
These corsets are very popular with the patrons of all our
.622
14
..23
sel, is deplored. - The saddest feature Sioux City .
' .600
1?"
21
stores, being recognized as a superior value for less money.
of the disaster is, of course, the great Denver
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YOUR DOLLARS

THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
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New Arrivals.
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First reports had n that the collier
Storstad had also sunk. These proved
to be incorrect Though, her bow was
madly damaged the Storstad was able
to keep afloat Some reports said she
had aboard 360 survivors. This, if
true, would reduce "the death list materially from more than a thousand
to less than 700. Among the surviv
Relief Train Wrecked
ors here 34 were from the Empress'
R'mouski, Quebec, May 29. The,
second cabin.
special Canadian Pacifio relief train
In the partial list of survivors avail- - j carrying survivors from the steamship
able at 1 o'clock this afternoon there Empress of Ireland was derailed short
appeared the name of only one saloon ly after leaving Rimouski. So far as
passenger, that of G. Wl G. Hender is known, no one was Injured. Anothson, address not given.
er train was Immediately made up.
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Ready to eat from the package with cream and sugar
delicious!

"

"There's a Reason" for

' :

v1

Grape-Nut- s

sold by Grocers everywhere.

(

MUST PAY IT BACK
San Francisco, May 29 The Cali

fornia railroad commission issued an
order today that the directors of the
United Railroads of San Francisco
restore to the company's funds
which
the commission
charges Patrick Calhoun, former pres-

A GOOD CORSET FOR 49c

ON

'

I,

PLAZA

y-

.'''"''-

'

as Vegas,

y

New Mexico
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A MAN

WHOLE FACE IN

Summer

ONE SOLID RASH

6e
excursions

Face and Neck Covered with PimItchples. Nearly Crazy With
ing and Burning. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Cured.

"I started U get great
Lindsay. Mont.
big blotches round my neck and I did not
think very much about It at first, but they
commenced getting worse all the time and
uch an Intense Itching, It never gave me a
minute's rest. The pimples were red and
would swell. From Itching, and scratching
them so It caused them to spread: there
would be sores from scratching them so
Intensely. My face and neck were covered
with pimples. It looked as if my whole
face was in one solid rash or sore, and I was
At
nearly crazy with itching and burning.
night they would be very bad so I hardly
could sloop. My face was, I must say, In
one raw sore. I nearly gave up all hopes of
ever getting like myself.
"I bought a few bottles of some good blood
medicine but without help. My poor face
did not got any hotter. I had heard so much
about Cuticura Boap and Ointment I
one
thought I would try them. 8o I boughtCuticake of Cuticura Soap and one box of
cura Ointment and started to use them and
followed the directions as closely as I could.
To my surprise only a few applications
tommd the itching and scratching and in
a couple of weeks' time my face was nearly
well. 1 kept on using the uuueura ooap
and Ointment and in two months' time I
(Signed) Mrs.
was completely cured."
Gust Nelson. Dec 4, 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and CuticuraOlntment
Liberal sample of
60c. are sold everywhere.
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Add
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
dress
n
who shave and shampoo with
Soap will Qnd it best for skin and scalp.

:TO:

CALIFORNIA AND THE NORTHWEST
Tickets on sale

June 1st. to Sept. 30th, 1911

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Santa Fe or El Paso

$48.50

Los Angeles or San Diego, via Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueb
$55.00
lo and Salt Lake, In either direction
;.- $55.00
San Francisco, via above routes .
$63.40
.
San t ranclsco
$77.50
San Francisco, via Portland or Seattle In either direction
route
this
limit
shorter
and
for
On
San Francisco
special days
$72.50
can he used for

Make your
Arizona.

trip complete by a visit to the Grand Canyon of
Side ride from, Williams, Ar(z., for

Tickets are first class, liberal stop overs permitted.
at ticket office or by writing me,

.$7.50

Further

information

D. L. BATCHELOR..

Agent

gjgyLU

SERIOUS

75e OPTIC

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. 4 FRATERNAL
M
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday nljftt
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas areata
.
third Thursday' In 8 o'clock,
letting members art atp
arh month. Visiting d'a'.ly welcome J. C. Werta, Fie
b.rrthers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C, ft
vited. Guy M. Carjr, w. M., H. S. Van Bally. Treasurer.
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For Sato
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Cu-tiru-ra

For YOU!

SNOWDRIFT
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STILL AFTER SETTLEMENT
Santa Fet May 29. District Judge
K. C. Abbott has set for tomorrow the
tearing of a motion in the case of W.
6. Hopewell and Thomas P. Gable
against the New Mexico Central and
Its receiver, to prefer a claim arising
out of their going bond for the railroad company In the damage suit
against It of E. B. Friday who won
out recently In the supreme court
However, the unavoidable absence of
attorney Wendt of Pittsburgh, who
appears for the New Meixco Central,
may cause the hearing to bo contlnwed until the return of the district
court from Rio Arriba county.

i.

Colfax county; Silvestre Tomes, Union
county; W. M. Day, Chaves county;
Jose L. Romero, Colfax county; John
Jazza, San Juan county; Antonio Mo-- .
reno, Colfax county; James McCor-mlcQuay county; Rafael Mendez,
Grant county, and Joe Ross, Luna
county.

LESS STATE AID
Santa Fe, May 29. The department
of education will this year draw the
lines much tighter la granting state
aid. In districts that have a balance
in their treasuries, that balance will
be taken Into consideration In figuring
up the $300 for the year's need. For
that reason, applications for state aid
received today from Districts' Nos. 4,
6, 40 and &3 In Rio Arriba county are
being carefully scrutinized hefore the
amound of ald to be granted by1 the
state is fixed.

elelc

1

first class condition for the summer
session of the New Mexico Institute
HUNKER A HUNKER
of Science and Education of which he
George A. HunKer. Chester A. Hankti
is a director and the vice president.
Attornsyt-at-La-

Las Vegaa,
New Mexi
WANTS NEW TRIAL
Santa Fe, May 29. Motion for a
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
new trialwas filed in the federal court
Osteopathic Physician
today in the case of the United States
Office Crockett Building
vs. Juanito Martinez, convicted of sell- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mw 1 to 5
p. m.
ing liquor to Moritano Vigil Lobato, a
Residence Phone Main 334
Jicarilla Apache Indian. The motion
for a new trial Is based on the alleged
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
discovery of new evidence.

9100,000.00
...a.tt

t

D. T. Hoskim, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ast't Cash.

Vice-Preside-

VEGA
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS"VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
PYesldenl

Q. HATDON

w,
.

kelly.

HQSKINS

:

Viet president

.
.

Interest PaJd On Deposits

.

-

.Tree,iurf

FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT

JONES-BOWER-

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

f,000 lbs., or More, Each tislvery
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbt.f Each Delivery
200 Iba, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 20S Iba, Eaoh Dallvtry

Lest than bt

lb,

....,. ....-M......

t

,.25c

.t-.i.-

4
o

Each Dtllvtry

ptr 1W lt.
ptr 1M Ik.
ptr 1M Ik.
ptr 1H Ike.
ptr IBS Ikt

AG U A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorert, and Distributors e! Natural let, tie Partis
Lasting Qualities et Whiea Save Made Lai Tecaa rameaa.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

E8

ANT Ads
Are Best

CO

Battling Levlnsky vs. Jack Dillon, 10
Z3 Years Practical Experience. .
rounds at Indianapolis.
W. VT. BOWERS
E. A. JONES
Freddie Welsh vs. Johnny Dundee,
10 rounds, at New York.
Jack Britton vs. Soldier Bartfield, Profesional Health Culture for Ladiei
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
10 roundis, at New York,
Scalp
George Chip vs. Sailor Petroskey, 20 General Massage, Hair and Man!-'
Facial
Massage,
Treatment,
Calif.
at
rounds,
Vernon,
cure, Chiropody,
8team Laundry Building
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Phone Vegai 128
34th season of this famous moun
Office
Hours:
1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
out
tain resort Carriage
every Sat
returning
following
urday morning,
Friday; charge, Including passage
For a Torpia tlver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
both ways $10. Special rates for long
er time. Address East Las Vegas off and on for the past six years when
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's ever my Hver shows signs of being
In a disordered Condition. They have
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
always acted quickly and given me the
desired relief," writes Mrs. F. H
Trubus, Sprfngville, N. Y. For sale
Subscribe for The OpMcby all dealers. Adv.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Dental work of any description at
TAX NOTICE
moderate prices
On the first day of May, the second
half of the 1913 taxes will become Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
due. All taxes pot paid before June
East Laa Tegas. New Mexico
a
will
be subject to
I
penalty.
"
'
EUGENIO ROMERO,
County Treasurer.

can be ob
?
tained in this city from

are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

Dtntltt

I. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

EMPRESS

a

J50.000.M
..'

LING) FINISH

Lost

SURPLUS

"v v.v- r-

per-mont-

IMPROVING CIRCLE DRIVE
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS. COUN
Santa Fe, May 29. Supreme Court
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Clerk Jose D. Sena' is heading a good LOST Lady's black morocco hand
curth Thursday In O. . R,
hall,
roads gang that is placing the Sena
bag. Return to Mrs. J. M. CunningPioneer
members
Circle Drive to the Tesuque divide In
building.
Visiting
ham. Reward.

PAID IN

1

X

For Rent

PRISONERS WANT PAROLE
, Santa Fe, May 291, The following
ryrisonerg have made application for
."parole. Action on these requests will
e taken at a meeting of the hoard of
parole on June 8:
Paul J. Glrsch, Grant county; RobDEPOT AT DEDMAN
Santa Fe, May 29. Corporation
ert Sullivan, Quay county; Frank Hus-siaColfax county; Abran Roybal. Commissioner Hugh H. Williams has

CAPITAL

Spoon
you
EMPRESS

Wanted

ASK YOUR GROCER

D.

elegant Rogers'

or-de- r.

It is the highest grade of shortening that can be produced

a

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLES

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

post-car-

WHAT IS IT?

WM.

ANB CAFE

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

V

OF

LOBBY

Till

WANT

CHARGE
MORRIS WEISS IS ACCUSED
EMBEZZLEMENT ON THE
,
PACIFIC COAST

T5he

Morris Weiss, a passenger on Santa
Fe train No. 2 last night, bound from
San Francisco to New York, was ar- RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- Petten, Secretary,
TISEMENTS
rested as the train arrived in this city
F. O. E. Meets first and third Vat
by Chief of Police Ben coles. Chief
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
day erenlngs eacb month at Weoe
Coles received notice yesterday after Flvs csnts per lint sach Insertion.
men hall. Visiting brothert cordis
KNIGHTS TEMPLAJt
Reg
noon that a man answering the des Estlmats six ordinary words to a lint.
rmt- - ly invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
conclave
lar
cription of Weiss was wanted In San No ad to occupy lest tpact than two
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
4ay in each mtatt at Ma
All advertisements
linet
charged
Francisco for embezzlement.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
Following the arrest, Chief of Police will bt booked at tpact actually ttt
M. Smith, E. C; Chat. Tamme, Re
Cole discovered papers on the man without regard to number of words. corder.
which practically remove all doubt Cash In advlnct preferred.
LCEAL TIME CARD
as to Weiss' guilt Weiss informed
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
the chief last nlsht that he would re
AL ARCH MA80NS Regular con
turn to San Francisco without requis
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
ition papers.
Arrive
each month at Masonic
Depart
The game played by Weiss in Call
7:45 p.
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p, No. I. ... 7:20 p.m
w 11 No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
fornia was that of purchasing dia
A. RrlmAnr W V
11:61 p.
monds on the monthly payment plan
2:39 a.
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
uKV elood, Becretary.
and, shortly after the first or second
2:0 p.
No. H.... 1:35 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LOfwp kin
payment, taking the stones to a pawn
West Bound
4. Meets every
shop where he obtained money for
Arrive
Detail
Monday evening at
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN
them. On his person were found
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
1:3S 9. ta
number of purchase contracts together
brethren cordially Invited to attend No. I.... 6:35 a. m
6:4 a. a
with the pawn tickets which were re-4:31 9. at
Friedenstine. N. O.; A. T. Roger No. 7..v. 4:20 p. m
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
cleved when the rings were "soaked."
7:01 9. m
(:36 p. m
Secretary; Karl No.
According to the papers taken from
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoca.
S. Cemetery Trustee.
Wieiss, the last ring purchased by him FOR SALE Gentle pony, $35.00.
Powers.
on
was
19, and, the pawn ticket
May
SuperintendGeneral
meet
to
arranged
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
ent C. H. Bristol of the Santa Fe on from the Mutual Loan office of San
Shoe- Francisco was dated several days lat- FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
fourth Tuesday evening of each
and
Dedman
at
Tuesday
quality oat straw. Hi, S. Maurice, month Elks home on Ninth street
maker, to take up the matter of a er. It is evident that Weiss purchas
leavof
intention
of
with
ed
the
Sapello.
the
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
ring
depot at Dedman and the building
once.
are cordially invited. Wm. H. SpringCalifornia
at
Ing
Shoemaker.
a spur at
This
Chief of Police Coles wired Patrick 100 BUFF ROCK CHICKENS $10.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
with
Cash
25,
$3.00.
San
60,
of
chief
of
$5.50;
police
Shea,
Secretary.
EMPRESS
acting,
IN MEMORY OF
Silver
Will treat you right Mrs.
of the arrest and was InParis, May 29. Floral offerings Francisco,
Kans
sent
E.
would
he
officer
an
Maggie
Stevens,
Humboldt,
AND
KNIGHTS
that
formed
indiLADIES
OF
SECUR
from a number of societies and
-- if
use
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
viduals were deposited today about to this cltv to return Weiss to San
O.
R.
on
hall.
C
avenue,
the
Douglas
the tomb of the Empress Josephine, Francisco.
'
first and third Tuesdays of each
Considering the arrest of last nigh
the first wife of Napoleon Bonaparte,
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
this being the one hundredth anniver- from every standpoint, the work
FLOUR
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Freecommendable.
is
Coles
Police
Chief
of
sary of her death at Malmaison.
The ability to locate his man on small WANTED Position by
competent man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
It
description shows the ettlll of Chief
young man stenographer and type- Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
giving you
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE
as in many others
writer for part of day. Inquire Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Notice is hereby given that, pur Coles in this case
a
present for dosuccess.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Opltic.
suant to an order of the United States which he has handled with
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
district court for the district of New
MIND
LOSES
WOMAN
on
May
you 'd do any
Mexico, made and entered
L. O. O. MOOSE
Santa Fe, May 29. Committment
130
Meets
in
second
and
No.
in
Case
D.
A.
1914,
28th,
way when you
fourth
papers to the state asylum for the in
Thursday
evening eacb
Bankruptcy, entitled Aaron M. Adler, sane
learn how Much
were signed today by District PIANO for rent. Inquire 417 Eighth month at W. O. tT. hall. Visiting
Bankrupt, now pending in said court,
Red
for
C.
Abbott
E.
Margaret
brothers
Better EMPRESS
cordially Invited. Howard T
I shall offer for sale at puhlio vendue, Judge
mond. wife of G. B. Redmond, a deco FOR RENT Furnished rooms for Davit, Dictator; p. A. Urn
Becretary.
and shall sell for cash, to the highest
FLOUR reclh
I
rator of Santa Fa The case la par
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 41
and best bidder therefor, for a sum,
GERMade
sad, as Mrs. Redmond arose
by
I. O. of B. B. Meets every flrtt Tueshowever, of not less than $400, the ticularly
from childbed with a weakened mind, FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod-er- n
MAN
PROCESS
All
the
of
the
In
described
rooms
month
property:
the vestry
day
following
It is proposed that aftei she regains
home, also single room; cannot uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
9
equity of redemption of Bald Aaron M. her
ONE COUPON FROM
state
Institution
at
the
rent to consumptives. 1034 Eighth m.
strength
In
are
brothert
Visiting
Alder, Bankrupt, in or to the follow
cordially
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
san
a
to
sent
she
be
60S.
street
Main
may
that
Phone
private
Lota 13, 14
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chariej
ing described property:
5
STAMPS
FIVE
itarhim.
and 15 in Block No. 1 of Pablo Baca's
Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
X
FOR RENT Furnished room; strict Qreenclay,
f
addition to Las Vegas, in the county
IT "S
SPOON
OPENING OF HORSE SHOW
ly first class; best location on MODERN
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
of San Miguel and state of New Mex
(VENUINEWM.
29.
N.
no
Seventh
Y.,
health
Society
seekers.
May
Tuxedo,
street;
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ico, according to the survey of W. H.
ROGERS &
turned out in force today for the open
Apply T, Optic.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
A A
H. Cunningham, C. B. Dated this 29th
SONS
the
exhibition
of
ing of the annual
on the second and fourth Mondays of
STANDARD
day of May, A. D. 1914.
Tuxedo Horse Show association. The FOR RENT
brick house, bath
29-JOHN S. CLARK, Trustee.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
SILVER
list of entries this year embraces more
toilet,
lights, range. $15
Z. W
than 80 classes and is the most varied
Investment and Agency Cor- Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Local Deputy. Visitlni
list ever offered by the association.
poration, Main 40. i 603 Lincoln Ave. Montague,
A0 COPA84
FRENCH'
are
members
especially welcone and
over
tomorrow.
will
continue
The show
tREY
(STERInvited.
cordially
H-Me-

S

A

ARRESTED

Market Finders
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thott who MIGHT BYT
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If you have been neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE

TlflE TO TAKE

THE PLUNGE

HOME

zDaond

lFnoQil PJ

(Buv

si

i

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in'the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while the IRON IS HOT.

ARE COOL.

,

The Optic for a. whole year ond; this
is only
lbor
saving-convenien-

ce

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

Mail it or give it to the Carrier

i

HCHT

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Saturday's Market
SPR.ING CHICKENS
FAT HENS

In Fruits

In Vegetables

FANCY GRAPEFRUIT

NEW PEAS
NEW POTATOES
CUCUMBERS
TOMATOES
ASPARAGUS

RED RASPBERRIES
LOGAN BERRIES
STRAWBERRIES
NAVEL ORANGES
BLOOD ORANGES
BAX1NAS
- .'
APRICOTS
J
LEMONS
FANCY TABLE APPLES

SPINACH
NEW BEETS
NEW TUjRNIPS
NEW CARROTS
WHITE RADISHES
ROUND RADISHES
LETTUCE

Photoplay

The Vegas Theatre

Ashes of Hope
(Essaay Two-Ree- l
Drama)

Rounding up Bowser
(Imp Comedy)
One of the Finest
(Nestor Drama)

"

Who So Dlggeth
Pit
(Powers Comedy)

LOCAL NEWS

COFFEE & TEA

.

NEW HONEY
FANCY CHEESE

Light automobile - lamps
o'clock this evening.
.
. .

PARSLEY
SOUP BUNCHES

CRYSTAL WAX ONIONS
SUMMER SQUASH

BERMUDA ONIONS

Stearns Store

"

at

UPHOLSTERING

--

AND - REPAIRING

OWis the time to hare your fur-- '
niture upholstered, repaired or re
'
finished. Phone us and we will
show
call,
you a full line of samples of
coverings, quote you prices on your work.
Furniture crating, carpet and linoleum
laid. All work guaranteed satisfactory.
JIT

PAOE SAMPLE FURTITURE
Phone Vegas 114

-:-

-

Not "Heavier
t?

-- :

CO.

"7 507 6th.

S,

'f han Air"
;

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
'will soar,, Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a sack

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
President
IS. R Davis, Vice President.
Hallrt Raynolds, Cashier.
ft Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
D. Reynolds, Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, SlOO.OOOt'.Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Beunkingwe
are prepared to give the best

of service

interest Paid on Time Deposits

At

fee Boma of lise Best of Everylbing Eatable
4

-

Whitman's MsrshKiallow Vlhlp
'

FOR PREPARING ;

De Helens

I

fJarshmallow Desserts

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE

Pure Moca & Java 45c per lb.
Yuban Coffee - - 45c per lb.
Shilling's best - 40c per lb.
Prendent Coffee 40c per lb.

7:36

t

Carnations and wpeaths for Dec
oration Day. at ThornhillV Phone
Purple 6352, Adv."

,

The social dance. to have been, given
by the Tree Moutarde Daisant Jfv&r
Fraternal Brotherday night at
hood hall lias been postponed until
later next week. An announcement
will be made Monday or Tuesday as
to the date of the affair.
Real bear meat from our own mountains, killed by the noted hunter, S.
L. Fisher, and chicken he didn't kill,
for Sunday dinner, at El Porvenir.

'

Adv.

...

The Hudson Little Six is here.
Come and see it No other car like
It. Phone us and we will bring the
car to your door. Hubbard sells them.
'
Phone Main 397. Adv.

PHYSICIANS

I

THE BEST
.
IN THE MARKET .
'.-- .." IN ALL "CLASSES
!tPUfC',0

MX)

nw.jsamv.;
Ypuvwill iwant

URGING

ARE

Ktm

V
':

e,

or tea ?booo.' Buy hoW

That the number of tubercular pa
tients coming to New Mexico, Arizona
and California is decreasing at a rapid
rate, due to the fact that astsern
physicians are advising their patients
to remain at home and use the prek scribed cure of
plenty ;Wtfresh air
ana pure rood, was a statement or Dr.
J. iH. 3fIcBride;!'founder of the South- -

ern California sanatorium, Who pass
ed through. Las Vegas this afternoon
yW w'if t
in private Pullman "Boston" on his
kway from Pasadena to Boston, where
he. is to ajpiress a meeting of the
merican Medical association.
D5, McBride, is a specialist for nervous troubles. The sanatorium Which
GROCER & BAKER
is maintained exclusively
for the treatment of such cases. Dr,
McBride has retired from the active
of the sanatorium, but
management
Initial correspondence cards for acts
as visiting physician.
commencement gifts at Murphey's
The success of the fresh air and
Drug Store. Adv.
pure food treatments in the east Is
said to be due to the present attitude of eastern physicians in regard
to the cure of tuberculosis by treat
DECORATION DAY TO
ment at home. Dr. McBride is of the
opinion that the influx of tubercular
BE WELL OBSERVED patients into the west for treatment
has decreased by fully 50 per cent
during the past three years.

hte

itr Whea

si

and"

J. mYORK

The practice tralnrng school of the
New Mexico Normal University will
A SILVER MEDAL
be continued during the summer, ac- rording to an announcement made
this morning. The tuition for this
CONTEST TONIGHT
course will be $1 a month, and all
parents wishing thedr children to attend are requested to have them at
the Normal University Tuesday morn THE WEST SIDE CHILDREN WILL
HAVE DECLAMATIONS ON SUBing at. 9 o'clock to register.
JECT OF TEMPERANCE
FranK. Mathews was arrested early
Under the awpioes of the W, C. T,
this morning byfQfflcer E. J. Ward on
the charge of drunkenness. He ' will he U. a number of children of the West
taken before Justice D. R. Murray for side will engage in a eifver medal
trial as soon as his condition, permits. contest 'this evening inrte tfortfc
Mathews has. been, indulging frequent- school boiis
nw cblld-rlTltth
ly of late, but yesterday reached such best declamation on the. subject of
a condition that it was necessary to temperance will receive a tn!al. Ati
place him Amder arrest. He formerly admission fe of 25 cents will be
was employed as ganta Fe refrigerator charged. Th public is Invited.
dispatch, inspector in this city.

The Knights of Columbus have announced their, plans, for the exemplificationf the three degrees of the
order here on Sunday. In the morn-

ing at 7 o'clock the Knights of Colum
bus and the accepted candidates will
attend mass at the Church of the) Immaculate "Conception.
At 9 o'clock
the. first degree will he begun at the
Fraternal Brotherhood hall, and will
bei followed soon
by the second de
gree. The third degree will be put
on after dinner and will be under the
direction of O. N. Marron of Albu.
querque. who has been deputized to
do the work by District Deputy Grand
Murphy of Raton. The rfiu..
to be initiated
numbers ah.f an
Members of the order from varlmi.
towns in the state will be here to nt.
tend the Initiation, When the third
degree has been completed, a banquot
wm be served in the O. R, c, hall.

NEW POTATOES

f

Modtl Hupmpbile

rT-

-

1913 Model HupmoMle,

Model Ford

$850

...

1912 Model

Bulck, 30

Marion

...

40

$900

.

i

$500
1

ii

--

.

$600
$500

.

$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FOR.MERLY

IAS VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY

TIRES AND TUBES

ran

WHO ENJOY THE FIRST
. FRUIT8 OF 8PRING WILL BE
GLAD TO HEAR OF IT

The price of new uotaUtts is i,rad- ually declining, much to Oi satUfao- tion of the' public at large and the
housewife in particular.' Last week
they were selling si three pounds for
25 cents, but the
quotation for this
week is five cnU a pound, and by
week the prk
may be even

at

lower.

Cucumbers remain stationary In
price, big ones telling at three for
25 cents, while the smaller ones are
old sliKtitly cheaper. Cron paa are
worm 30
nts a pound, but will bo
cheaper within the next wwlc or
more. 8f,ring hmn will probably be!
on the market
by tbo Kiddle of nxt.

ed for

the auto.'

"r-

ALLWORK

DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Vou woGid bo

Interested

In Seeing
HOW

CRYSTAL BUTTEi

iS MADE
Come Down

and Visit ivith

Crystal Creamery Go.
ATTENTION ELKS

Armstrong's
Linoleum
For the Kitchen
Cover your kitchen floor with

Armstrong's
Linoleum r.;.

Eases the work
r
'
eases the walk-- :
Can be kept clean,, without
constant scnibhinjr.'
As serviceable as it is sani
tary Armstrong's Linoleum
lasts longest becanse it is
made of tested materials and
by expert workmen.
No dullness of design but
distinctly "different" patand colorings.
Costs no more than common
-

THOSE

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non.Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need,

Visitors Always Welcome.

ARE

FALLING IN PRICE

ween.

1913

us and let's get acquainted.

,

--

This Week's List of Second Eland Cars

;

ETT

.

the Time

"it.'3

Word has been reeclved from Joe
Ortega, formerly connected with the ELKS AND FIREMEN WILL. JOIN
J. H. Stearns grocery of this city, to
WITH
OLD SOLDIERS
TOO LATE Tfc CLASSIFY
IN
the effect that he will remain in BenFOR SALE Household furniture. In
PATRIOTIC SERVICES
ton Harbor, Mich. Joe is playing on
quire Mrs. W. IL Seewald, 814 Fifth
the Benton Harbor ball team .and apWith the announcement yesterday
street.
parently is pleased with his new lo that all business houses on both sides
cation.
of the Gallinas river would
remain LOST Between Xormal University
closed from 12 o'clock noon until 6
and 1034 Eighth street, hand bag
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy o'clock, Decoration
and wallet. Return to Optic or 1034
Day will be well
with your congratulations
to the observed In this
Eighth street.
city tomorrow.
Sweet Girl Graduate. Adv.
At 2 o'clock the Grand Army of the
Republic, the members of the E. Ro
Holiday hours will be observed by mero Hose and Fire
and all
the local banks and the postofflce to- Elks will meet at the company
Elks' club house
morrow. One delivery of mail will be and make the
to the cemetery in
made in the morning while the general automobiles to trip
decorate the graves of
delivery window at the postofflce will their departed comrades and brothers.
be open for business from 8 until 10
At the cemetery (he regular public
o'clock. The banks will remain clos- Memorial
Day services of the Grand
ed all day.
Army of the Republic will be read, and
the day Is to be spent In true rever
Liggett's Chocolates for the Sweet ence to the
departed soldiers who
Girl Graduate ' at Murphey's Drug were
Instrumental In the preservation
Store. Adv.
of the nation.

Initial box paper .. for Commencement gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.
Adv.

a.11

-

i.'rtjiJto'J'
Iced-foc-

Real Bargains

PA

TIENTS NOT TO COME TO
THE SOUTHWEST

"

::f

SEE US

Viele 30

Tea

"

IF YOU WANT AN AUTOMOBILE

1914

CASES

TREATED IN EAST

Upton's, Shilling's Best

Ten Mexican, laborers left last night
for Swink, Cokw where they will be
employed in .the beet fields. This
make about .400, laborers, .from, this
Vcity tlmfr have gone-- to that section.;
Finoh's Golden. Wedding Rye( aged
in 'wood. Direct from the distillery, to
you. At the Lobby,-- of course. Adv.

J5he

TUBERCULAR

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the- Opera Bar. Adv.
-

YOUNO ONIONS
PIE PLANT

j

Practically all the vegetables obtainable last week are on the market
again this week, and at about the
same prices. Cbernes and apricots
are Quoted as decreasing In price, and
will be on the market for preserving
within a few weeks. CanUloupes may
be obtained some time during the
next ten days, according to an an
nouncement today. Butter and eggs, the two products
on the market which necessarily come
first In the mind of the housewife,
remain at the same low price as for
the past few weeks. Butter will prob
ably continue cheap during the summer, though, unofficially. It Is said
that the price of eggs may Increase.,

PI&KV

Buddy's First Call
(Vitagraph Comedy)
Featuring Master Paul Kelly.

D

FA I DAY, MAY 29. 1914.

-

terns

kinds."

J.

C.

Jobosen

&

Son

Complete Home Furnishers

All members of Las Vegas lodge
No. 408, B. P. d. Elks, are requested

ELAM NOT GUILTY.

Kansas City, Mo., ) May 29. "Not
guilty" was the verdict of a jury, reto meet at the clubhouse. Saturday aJ-- turned; today In the case
of Dr. W. T.
ternoon May 30 at 2 o'clock to pro. Elam, a prominent
of St. Josphysical
ceed to the cemetery to diecorate the eph, charged with the
murder of W.
graves oT6ur departed brothers. Mem Putnam Cramer, a Chicago
magazine
bers of tie Grand Army of the Repub- solicitor, in a hotel here November
18,
also
lic
are Invited to meet at the last
club. Automobiles will be provided
for the Elks and the G. A. R. The
NO MORE POLYGAMY
members of the E Romero Hose and
Washington, May
no
Fire company, who will meet also at longer is
practiced by Mormons in
the same time and place, will march Utah. Senator
v.
iSutherlAnri tnlA
to the cemetei-y- , escorting the vehicww istvtimji. jt M.
les. ,
',
petition "from citizens of West Dur--haWILLIAM SPRINGER,
N. C presented . y. Senator
Evalted Ruler. Overman, protesting
against it
DAVID W. CONDON,
"Polygamy," said Senator Suther..
,
Secretary, land,' "has- been absoluteiv itunn..!
"vuuuuiJCU
in Utah and has not been practiced!
PIANO TUNING
for many years. There are still some
; I shall (be in Las
Vegas about June old people who entered that relation,
16.
Best city references. Two tun- many years ago who
still maintain:
ning the year for $5. Notice given on their households. I am sure that
if
arrlvaL Otto K. Eichman.
the question were submitted to
E. ROMEROS ATTENTION
vote of the Mormon people they would
All members of the E. Romero Hose never decide to return to
polybamy.'and Fire company are ordered to he
at tha Elks' cjub house at 2 o'clocK
Mrs. J. E. MeMahon. aceoirinani
tomorrow afternoon to co in a body by her daughter, Miss
Mildjed MeMato the cemetery with the Elks and the hon, left this afternoon for ner
hame
U. A. R. to decorate the graves of at Pueblo, Colo. Miss
MeMahon has
departed members. ' Automobiles Will been attending the New Mexi
he provided.
mai University and her mother ha
L. W), ILFELD, Foreman,
been visiting her. for the cast several
; ;
W. WOOD, Secretary.
days,
'
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